The Flatlands Challengt
is the ultimate test of pilo
and glider.
This year the total tas~
distance over 9 round ~
reached a staggerin~
988km .
Drew flew for 34 hour5
and 968km, reaching goal
on 8 out of 9 days to take
first place:
"A combination of good
glide at wide ranges of
speed, as well as great
climbing in strong and light
lift made the XS a winner."
Drew has flown the XS to
two world records - the
Distance Triangle (161kmKossen) and the Speed over
150km Triangle.
Other winners on the XS
include Mark Newland,
who has recently flown the
XS to three major victories.
At the N.S.W. State
Titles, Mark pushed his XS
to the limit, snatching
victory on the last day by
being the only pilot to
make goal.
Mark also won at
Eungella, and took out the
all-important Manufacturer's Meet in the u.S.
Call Moyes now and
they'll arrange for you to
test fly the glider that's
winning all over the world .

- ~~~
173 BRONTE RD., WAVERlEY 202~
TEl (02) 3875114 rAX (02) 387 447L
PHOTOS

ADAM HUNT

CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus .
$65 (sent SAL). Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution .

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions,
market place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence , including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating forms
and other administrative matters should be sent
to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Ph (02) 5608773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Steve Hocking
(02) 2512704 BH

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH
Fax: (066) 281988

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Sec. Ben Leonard (065) 832591
ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QHGA Inc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07)8348858

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(OS) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent in. It can be a black and
white, colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested .
Please supply a stamped, self addressed
envelope for their return.
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Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 650042

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Tony Dennis
(060) 561654

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Shellharbour pub 1st Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388W

Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Marcus Cooper
Rockhampton
(079) 274366 W
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356
Sec. Ian Hird
(066) 847328

Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 1290
Gladstonce 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 724278
Sec. Sarah Clarke

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Peter Hansen
(049) 712330

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Rowan Watkins
(02) 4282045

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642

Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Chris Brandon
(049) 499072
Sec. Simon Plint
(049) 485401
(064) 576190

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pres. Joe Ippolito
(064) 576112
Sec. Stuart Andrews

Lower Blue Mts
HG Club Venue: St
Michaels School Hall
Reservoir Rd Blacktown
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH

New Club
Ken/Barbara Fairbairn
(02) 5209039 W
Richard Reitzin
(02) 3651533 H

14
18
20

Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
Sec - Steve Palmer
(063) 613315

CREDITS

24
28

FRONT COVER
Brian Webb paragliding
at Mt Buffalo

Cartoons

Julius Makk &
unknown artist

Typsetting &
Layout
Marie Jeffery
Printers

Quality Plus,
Ballina
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Editor's Corner
Just when I thought most of the comps were over for the
season, I received notification of the Easter comps!
Seems like a lot of flying and fun times have been had
overthe past few months - hope you enjoy reading about
it all as much as I did. Thanks to all who put pen to paper
to give Skysailor some good stories.
As for cartoons, you will notice I'm running low again so
how about it cartoonists? I've had some great feedback
on the work that has been featured over the past few
issues.
Our cover shows Brian Webb flying at Mt Buffalo. The
launch of this flight caused Brian to decide that the
current ramp is not suitable for paragliders to launch
from. Permission has been obtained to establish a new
launch site for paragliders on Mt Buffalo and I am led to
believe that it may be open by the time you read
this. However I suggest you check
with the paragliding people in the
Buffalo area first.

1l~1~~~=~;

Safe circles

MarleJ

The Quick Release Tow Bridle

WA HANG GUDING 'TRAINING CENlRE

The Quick Release tow bridle has a stainless steel
main body which is only 37mm long x 12mm
diameter. rt incorporates a shear pin, a pulley, tie off
pin for the rope and uses a webbing 2 ring release,
making it all very small and light. Another new innovation is a keel harness allowing easy set up and
adjustment. It also distributes the load over a wider
area reducing focal pressure across the keel.
Send $67 + $3 p.p. - return unused within 14 days
for refund

* Hang Gliding instruction
* Tandem instruction
* Ratings * TowingEndorsements
* Tandem pleasure flights - coastal or Inland

- Hang gliding accessories - Used gliders & equipment - Repairs - Towing bridles - Books
- Tow ropes - Aelmets- Videos - Sun glasses - Carrabiners - Radios, UHF & CB -Instrum~nts

* Moyes Dealer * Enterpise Wings Dealer * AirBorne Windsports Dealer
Contact: Mike Duffy, 32 Eton St, North Perth, W.A. 6006, Ph: (09) 4442569
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Dear Editor,
Flashback!
While preparing to fly at Mt Dandenong
recently and talking to novice student
pilots (fledglings) a disturbing conversation took place.
This site is a very sensitive site and
fraught with dangers that require honed
skills and a honed mind to be confident
of representing the sport and complying
with the site ruies and enjoying the flights
as is necessary.
Dear Marie
This letter is for Michael whose surname
I didn't get. I'd like to apologize for telling
you to f*?@-offas you tried to assist me
after my crappy landing which bent my
Foil's upright.
This double mistake of mine occurred in
the landing paddock at the base of Middle Brother Mt on Sunday 28th January.
My only excuse is that my ego is still bent
from a stack I had on Christmas day.
Sorry.
Alan Grant 16063

Dear Marie
I'm glad we now have a woman as Editor.
Thank you for sending me a Skysailor
magazine every month - it sure keeps me
in touch. A fellow pilot told me how I
crashed my hang glider last April. I have
been in the Julie Farr Hospital which is
for head injuries. I'm glad to say I'm now
an out"patient.
However I would like to tell all members
if they should get head injuries in a crash,
they automatically lose their driving
licence. I don't think it is well known. It
certainly didn't know until my driving
licence was taken from me. I must say I
wasn't too pleased until I tried to ride my
cycle. It was then I realised why the
authorities took my licence off me; it was
a safety measure for myself and other
road users. I got on my bike, went a
couple of yards and promptly fell off. I
had forgotten how to ride my bike. Since
then I found that I had forgotten many
things.

to swim. Before we got into the water,
the head nurse said although we could
swim before our accidents, be careful as
we had probably forgotten just how to
swim. I thought, 'How the hell can I forget how to swim?' I got into the water
and pushed off from the steps and usually I float along on the surface. Instead of
floating to the surface, I sank as if I was
made of metal. I kept going down until
the pool floor brought me to a halt. I
thought I'd just have to use my left arm
and leg to push myself upward; all I
succeeded in doing was to turn my body
over. I had forgotten my left arm and leg
were weak from the accident. Luckily for
me the young nurse realised I was in
trouble and pulled me up; only just in time
as I couldn't have held my breath a moment longer. The nurse probably didn't
realise but there was
not doubt she saved
my life. So when a
nurse talks to me, I
listen!

Too many articles are stimulated by the
hip pocket nerve of people who are In
their own opinions, the band of the elite,
whose clique was impenetrable except
for brief periods when you enquired
about purchasing their outdated unsafe
equipment. These people are now the
fully qualified eX-hang 5 cornflakes packet rated pilots who qualified simply by
being in the air when ratings were introduced.
Enough bagging the old school boys
who should look closely at their motivation for broad pearly smiles and effervescent friendliness at hang gliding
meetings. Some of us would rather put

CLOUDBASE

I guess it will be a few
weeks before r get
my driving licence
back, so I'm driving
my car up and down
my driveway at least
once a week.
Regards
Bill Thorneywork

Ed. note. I hope you
are
further
recovered and finally driving your car,
Bill, take care until
the memory banks
For instance, all my life I have been a very get it together fully
good swimmer so when the hospital staff Marie

said they were taking us swimming I
though, 'good, I will show them my
memory was ok', and off we went. If a
young nurse had not saved me I would
have been in a box by now. Yes, it is hard
to believe but I couldn't remember how

I refer back to Harry Docking's letter to
dear Wesley (Skysailor June 89). I whole
heartedly agree with the content and implications of the article.

HANG GLIDING
~@%; @[?[?

OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
FOR ONE MONTH ONLY
25% OFF EYESHADES & BLADES
SUNGLASSES AND GOGGLES
FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

THE"R MAL SKILLS COURSE
FIRST WEEK APRIL 1990
If you are Novice to Intermediate, have your
own glider (preferably Missio\l/Aero or high
performance) , harness, parachute, radio and
want to advance your thermalling skills
CONTACT CLOUDBASE NOWI
This is not a Fly-in .
This is direct Thermal/X-C Instruction
from the '89
NATIONAL CHAMPION
Limited numbers -- APPLY EARLY

CLOUDBASE HANG GLIDING
SCHOOL LANE, EXETER NSW 2579

(048) 83-4022

(BUSINESS HOURS)
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to rest an outdated glider of boarder line
condition than put it in the hands of a new
pilot to run up another 100 hours on. So
articles suggesting be nice and sell a
sucker a glider run very close to breachIng the professional ethics all instructors
should be contracted to.
So if your students, however capable, are
flying advanced sites, are you aware of
It? Do you feel as an Instructor you are
encouraging this? Are you staying in
close contact with your students after the
training slopes? Or are you blinded by
the Hip Pocket Nerve?
Michael Slape
33848
Dear Marie,
I ~ould like to propose that Skysailor
magazine be published 6 times Instead
of 12 times a year. Here's my reasons:
1. Costto members, saving 6x membership numbers (2000?) caples a year.
Maybe membership fees could be
dropped by 30%.
2. Do we really need it every month?
Is there enough real info and entertainment for 12 Issues a year? It certainly
doesn't seem so to me. 6 issues would
be perfect. Most people say it takes 5
minutes to read an Issue. So for the sake
of having an Issue every month, you
people are flat out, trying to fill the space
of In between the covers, to bring out
something every month. Some people
may complain that they wait long enough
for an Issue, but these are the ones who
say they: read it in 5 minutes. They'll
quickly get used to bl-monthly Issues if
the quality is a lot better. Do we really
have to have the expense, work, waste. of
natural resources (beautiful trees), justto
satisfy this petty whim of a few? We often
wait 2 months for an issue now, dependIng on how they're timed.
Let's face it. The Australian market is
extremely small and we have the associated very small sponsorship that
goes with it. We just can't support 12
issues. Why try to copy other mags that
have circulations of 20,000 members.
We will never have more than 20,000
members, lots accept that, and that's
better anyway. So lets have 6 quality
Issues, Instead of 12 (fill up the pages) .
Issues that we can be proud of, and make
a good Impression overseas. The only
way we can improve the quality of content of ~ Issue Is to reduce the Issues
to 6. Then we may be able to afford
colour covers for instance.
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3. Less work load and greatly reduced
deadline pressures for all Skysailor staff
who are already overworked. No
wonder people don't want to do it. The
money we'd save could be spent paying
you and other helpers who I reckon
deserve it. You'll have much more time
and more articles for each issue. Anything worth making, takes time to make.
4. Most people would complain that important news such as safety would take
2 months to circulate. Currently most
people find out by word of mouth except
maybe for a few inland flyers. It can take
anything up to a month for news to reach
all members now. What I propose is that
ifthere is an urgent safety article or comp
change why not print a short leaflet? This
would take just a few days without waste
of paper. What do you do with 12 old
issues of Skysailor each year? Does
anyone read Skysailors over 2 years old?
With only 6 there would be twice as much
space in my cupboard.

5. The environmental issue is of gravest
concern. Most pilots are realistic
greenies. Even if we do chop a few trees
down for take offs, our sport is intensely
involved with nature, so its only 'natural'
that members want to look after it. Imagine how many beautiful Australian
trees and koala homes we could directly
save with 12,000 magazines less every
year. I personally would get much
greater satisfaction for this reason alone.
Lets give this some serious thought and
discussion with members and HGFA.
We should have a membership vote unless there is a quicker way. I feel this is a
very important issue.

material to print. Do you still think there
is a lot of space in each issue? As for
the workload, I appreciate your concern
but really its all a matter of organisation.
Although I certainly won 't knock a pay
rise! I also hope you are receiving your
mag each month; only this week someone joking complained that it was arriving far too early and that they weren't .
ready for it!
As for the out-dated info, well sometimes
our club committees miss the deadline.
I think clubs with meetings early in the
month have the advantage of their news
being only about 3 weeks old in the next
month's mag. Postage and printing of a
leaflet would cost around $600, so the
news would need to be very important!
Also Rob I know of quite a number of new
pilots who would love to read all those
old issues of Skysailor, especially the
remote area pilots. Maybe you could
advertise to get rid of them?
On the environmental issue, just as soon
as we can get recycled paper at a decent
price (when the government takes off the
Sales Tax etc), we are hoping to do an
'environmental' issue.
I have printed your letter so members
may have their say. You may like to
present an outline of your recommendations to the 1990 convention. You will
need to get something in writing to all the
state associations in the next 2 months,
in order for them to discuss it with their
clubs etc, and to HGFA to be put on the
convention agenda. Good luck and lets
have some comments from our readers!
Marie

Rob Schroettner
Ed. reply: Some strong criticisms, Rob!
Just a few comments from me to get the
replies rolling. Skysailor printing costs
have been reduced since being taken
out of Sydney. This has enabled us to
give members a colour cover every 3
months and increase each issue to 32
pages. Thanks to our members I have a
steady flow of good material.

Dear Marie
It is of concern to me that low airtime
experts advocate the use of drag chutes.
I am worried that some adventurous
beginner may not see that Paul Tanner
who, although with obvious good intention and concern, has seen an increase
haccidents iately (statistics don't prove
this), may try using drag chutes. Drag
chutes have been Imbal and by being
draped over the base bar pull the glider
into a dive. A good way to land on a
sixpence among trees, really.

I personally don't think our membership
fees are excessive. Membership to
other sporting clubs is often at least 3
times our fees. I think membership to the
gliding association was more than $300 As far as Paul's statement that a pilot
and that was a couple of years ago!
flying a Mission is unlikely to be exIf you and other people are still unhappy perienced; it shows he doesn't know
with the content of Skysailor, please tell what he is on about.
me the type of articles you would like to Ben Leonard
see. I can certainly try to get such

Don't forget some proVisions for Cooplacurrlpa -It's stili a long
way to the nearest shop
See you at Coopla
Craig

PROPOSED INTERSERVICE
COMP ('91)
Could all members ofthe Armed Services (civilian and military)
please write to me if they are interested in flying In an Interservice competition. Currently there is an Interservlce Gliding
comp so I don't see why we COUldn't get an annuallnterservlce
hang gliding comp going providing I get some support from
you Army, Navy and Air Force personnel.

•

Please send me your name, address, home phone number,
your work DNATS number, your rank and your hang gliding
rating.

VHGA END OF SUMMER FLY IN
Date:
Place:
The Challenge:

March 10,11 , 12
Mariners Lookout, Apollo Bay
Ridge race, spot landing competition

This will be a fun competition for all, so all are welcome.
SEE YA THERE III

1990 NORTH COAST REGIONALS
OPEN to all Advanced Pilots
Easter 13 - 16 April at Cooplacurripa
21 - 22 April
In the Newcastle Area
28 - 29 April
emergency weekend if required

Please send all the above Info to:
Damien Virieux
1 Pearce St
Woclonga Vic 3693

I Need Your Support III

SUPERLEAGUE - THE WORLD SERIES
OF HANG GLIDING
Round 1
Round 2
Round 3

May 12 to May 20
May 26 to June 3
July 14 to July 22

Mid Wales
To be decided
To be decided

Matthew Whittal, Superleague Director, Superleague HO,
2 Cyprus St, Bethanol Green, London E2 ONN
Fax, Tel: 01 981 5941

6TH HIMALAYAN HANG GLIDING
OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP

This competition will be hosted by Newcastle and Mid-North
Coast H.G. Clubs. Organisation and scoring will be voluntary 15th May to 24th May 1990
with all profits being returned to the pilots as prize money -Top Organised by the Himachal Pradesh Tourism Development
5 in A and B grades
Corporation Limited (HP TDC) you can contact their office Ritz
The organisers will supply film from entry fees with back-up Annexe, Shimla-171 001, phone 3294, 8037 & 6071
film available at cost
Entry Fee

$50

Maps recommended : 1:250,000 SH 56-13 Tamworth, SH 5614 Hastings, SI 56-1 Singleton
Parachutes are mandatory, radios are recommended
Camping fees at Delray Station, Cooplacurripa are $5 per adult
per day. All this money goes to the landowner so that we can
camp on the riverbank in the sunshine, use the cold showers
and toilets and a<;:cess some of the best flying in New South
Wales.
This competition will qualify for National Ladder Points
8 am Friday 13/4/90 Briefing
Entrants please register by phone by 9/4/90 to Craig Worth
(065) 592713

SJOSTROM

Electronic Systems
To our valued customers ...
As from 5/2/90, we have relocated to Nuriootpa, In SA's
Barossa Valley.
Please note our new address ...

12 KRIEG STREET, NURIOOTPA
South Australia 5355
Tel (085) 623313 (BH & AH)
(INT) + 61 85623313
Designers & makes of Instruments for soaring flight.
(Aust/NZ & exp.)

All enquiries welcomed
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The 89/90 8090n9 CupNictorian
Championship by Mark Dennis
Yes, it happened again! Hang glider
pilots, their families and friends congregated at the top end of the Kiewa
Valley to jump off Mountains, fly round In
circles and go up. The reason was to
have a good time flying and socializing In
some of Australia's best Mountain Hang
Gliding country. The excuse for this outlandish behaviour was to participate In
the 89/90 Bogong Cup.
Once again prizes were in abundance,
with the organizers, the North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club having a hard
time deciding who they were going to
give them all to. It was a tough job but
someone had to do it.
Some great flying was in the offing and
out of the ten days of competition there
was only one day that had to be called
Gary Hickson in EF, Mt Emu - photo by Peter Bolton
off due to the weather. There was also a
rest day and late afternoon spot landing over 3,000 feet above the valley floor and Kambas and Peter Verhagen who came
on New Year's Day to allow plenty of time is rated intermediate.
4th and 5th respectively. They both had
for recuperation from the previous
some fantastic days.
night's festivities.
The competition was fierce between
some pilots, with quite a few pOSition There was an award given for just about
One of the best days was where over half changes seen after some tasks. In a everything you could think of that could
the field of 46 pilots and 10 free flyers
competition long tussle, Grant Heaney happen in a hang gliding competition.
made goal after flying about 50 kms inproved to be the fastest and most con- The chance of winning the Boots with
cluding a turn point. The worst day was
sistent pilot, winning from Dave Adams. Roots award was a threat which helped
where the best placed pilot landed about On one day they both made goal with a lot of people to get off the ground
15 kms from launch. Normally pilots only a minute between them. Rohan without holding up the launch order for
were getting two to four thousand feet
Holtkamp flew consistently to take 3rd in too long. Tony Klem eventually pulled it
above the Mt Emu launch. Heights of
his EF6. Not bad for a glider that was off with some skillful launch potato anover 12 thousand feet ASL were obtained
designed nearly 15 years ago. A couple tics.
on one particular day. Mt Emu is just of pilots to watch in future are George
The Navigator's award, a tastefully
mounted compass and eye glass, went
Gary Hickson - photo by Peter Bolton
to Paul Kelly. On one day he apparently
forgot his map, so when he got to the
general area where he thought the turn
point was, he proceeded to take turn
point photos of all the intersections in
sight. He still didn't get the right one.
There was a Final Glide award which just
had to go to Rick Payne for a magnificent
effort. Apparently he stretched the glide
of his Magic to approximate the curvature of the earth so that he could make it
down one of the densely treed gullies to
the first available landing area.
Warrick Duncan won a closely contested
Good Buddy Box award for causing the
greatest congestion of the radio waves.
He said it was something to do with these
cows in the paddock where he landed.
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The Downtube Dingers award was
another award fought tooth and nail to
avoid. Russell Dobson was the eventual
winner after he virtually broke a round
downtube with his nose. He had the
blood nose to prove it. He was awarded
a tastefully mounted piece of the ultimate
downtube material, a short length of
stainless airfoil shaped yacht mast. The
wall thickness and weight had to be seen
to be believed. There was even an award
for the drivers. Mick Caldwell helped out
with the organizing and had been driving
six times previously to this comp before
he actually saw hang gliders fly. He was
beginning to think that hangies were just
crazies who drove up to the top of a hill
and then sat around all day complaining
about the weather, before driving down
again. The reward for his perseverance
was a Valiant steering wheel, mounted of
course with the best taste, on a varnished
piece of wool Thanks to all the drivers
from all the pilots and free flyers in the
compo Without you flying would not be
as much fun that's for sure.
Kevin Rooke won a set of spanners for
driving the worst car to get up Mt Emu.
He somehow managed to coax his
beaten up old Ford to defy gravity on
more than one occasion to get up the
rather rough road to the top. We think he
must have used mind over matter; he
didn't mind and the car didn't matter.
There was one major accident which
happened on the last day, which saw
Harry Timtschenko wind up with a
broken leg after a blown launch. For his
efforts however he blitzed the opposition
to receive the Terrible Takeoff award, a
pair of dark glasses with lenses as black
as a gorilla's goolies. He could not help
but also be give the Dick award for the
biggest Cock up. The award probably
has the dubious honour of being the
grossest prize in a hang gliding comp

CHA5ER·5

anywhere in the world. It consists of a
long piece of a bull's anatomy stuck Inside a mounted yard glass. A potty and
earmuffs were the prizes in the No Shit,
There I Was award which went to Peter
Bolton. All he did was to take off and go
up. When he topped out at over 12
thousand feet even serious Pete would
have been smiling.

I;m sure the Bogong Cup will go on to
bigger and better things next year. Be
there or be a shape with four equal sldesl
Results
Victorian Open Champion:
Heaney

Grant

The Tail Enders award went to Mike EIlinas and he received a pair of binoculars Bogong Cup
to watch the opposition fly off into the
A grade
distance. someone has to come last and
1st
Grant Heaney
I'm sure with the experience gained he
2nd
Dave Adams
will do much better next year.
3rd
Rohan Holtkamp
Jennifer Baker and Tony L'Hotellier both
B grade
received trophies for being Quiet
1st
Rohan Holtkamp
Achievers. They both flew really well and
2nd
George Kambas
with this encouragement they should do
Peter Verhagen
3rd
even better next year. In fact, although
Tony was coming last for half the comp C grade
it didn't stop him making goal one day.
1st
Peter Verhagen
2nd
Gerry Gerus
There are not many comps that cater for
3rd
Rick Payne
the intermediate rated pilots as well as
the advanced ones but his is one of them Extra Notes from Peter Bolton:
and I think most pilots and their friends
and family had a great time. Thanks must Rick Payne (Vic) won the glide angle
go to the organisers of the comp, the award for only just managing to glide
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club. over the trees from behind the spur at
They had made a special effort to keep Coral Bank, although some said this
the farmer's happy with things like should have gone to Brad Chadwick
providing stiles over the fences at the (SA) who landed about 50 short of
bomb out paddocks and slipping them goal on the 1st day.
the odd bottle of wine. Also thanks to the One day, George Kambas (SA) flew
voluntary first aid people from St Johns more than twice as far as anyone else
who were in attendance very day at the and ended up flying low over Mel
takeoff.
Gibson's mansion near Dederang and

m

I'm sure that everyone will agree that the
number and quality of prizes were fantastic. Thank you to all the sponsors. The
response from the local business was
great to see and really made the competition. Not to forget the owners of the
Bogong pub, Terry Macintosh. They
provided us with the Cup, a headquarters

landing not far away. Plenty of girls
were willing to go looking for him that
evening.
Thanks to Tony Denis, Russel Griffiths
and Wes Hill for their hard work and a
well-run compo

The Ultimate Performance Single Seater by ..A?1{I14l.A..1{T8

II you don't want to walt tn a Queue , or go over the Edge, why not be qutcker than
a Flalh and nnd out about the new Cha ••, S slngle·scat trike rrom Aerlat Arts .

Because the Chaser Is a slngle·seater, there are none or the compromises that
need 10 be made when designing a two-up machine. II you want real perrormance
and economy In a truly Innovative aircraft, read the spectncatlons, then call us and
ask about the Chaser. You can't get better perrormance, and the price wilt amaze
you.

BCAR-S compliant for CAO 95.32!

I

and goal, as well as plenty of lubrication
after a hard day's flying.

Trl. speed
55-68-65
92
Hax level speed
188
Vne
1858
Inltlll ROC
StilI speed
34
6
Fuel Consumption
Area
Spin
Ellpty Weight
Fue I Clpac.1ty
Pylon Height

188
26.6
228
23
76

"'ph
",ph
mph
fplI
IIph
Iph
sq Ft
ft
lb
lttres
inches

Ions:
Ine tubing, Pod, skirts, Clrb Helt
Hind Throttle, SPits, Instruments, etc ••.•
Rotlx : 377, 477 2-stroke I 588 4- stroke
Hosler: 1888 4-stroke

Phone (03)597-0527 for a free information package!

I
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Sun, Sand and Southerlies
Rainbow Beach Competition Flyin
Going to Rainbow Beach for a child might
hold Images of a beach whose sand
holds the multicolour of a rainbow. Although this might not be true, Rainbow
BEach does have the broad arc of a
rainbow as 1t stretches around to Double
Island Point from the township, with its
towering sand hills of rich colour rising
from the sea. Some might see their arrival at the township as somewhat of a let
down, but for those who know the recreational value of the region, it is merely a
transition point into an area of great and
varied natural beauty.
Of course, Rainbow Beach Is always
seen as a 4 x 4 mecca even at the quietest
times of the year, but once the Christmas
period arrives every man, woman, child
and blue heeler seems to find a 4 x 4 to
fire up, turning the beaches into soft
freeways. This time of the year is also
when hang glider pilots gather to take
advantage of the hopefully predominant
north-easterly winds that generate the
buoyancy along the ridges of the towering dunes of the region. From Boxing
Day to New Years Eve sees also the
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club's
Flyin, and this year more flyers than ever
arrived to enjoy the smooth and scenic
flying that abounds.
There's probably a more relaxed attitude
shown by flyers when flying coastal sites,
as it Is not seen to provide the challenge
that only Inland flying can offer. How-

Set up at the Carlo Sand Blow
ever, the competition fly-in is not so much
to do with competitiveness as it is to do
with providing people sharing a common
interest; an event in which to meet and
enjoy other's company, share flying experiences and return home with some
memorable times. Of course for those
who want to charge up their competitive
spiritthere is certainly the flying tasks that
can cater for it, and this year for those
pilots who chose to stay until New Year,
some very close and competitive flying
took place. For those with limited flying

Waiting ... waiting ... waiting, Carlo Sand Blow

experience, the competitive element of
the event provided that challenge to push
skills further than normal and hopefully
allow the thrill of overcoming fears and
hesitations.
This year the event might well have been
named the 'Teewah Flyin', as the
predominantly south-east to east winds
blew for most of the week, rising on the
final day to about 30 knots. After an initial
false start in the Carlo Blow at Rainbow
Beach, the competition shifted across to
the Teewah coast. Each day the 4 x 4's
were loaded up with kites, gear and
bodies for the trek across the scenic
Freshwater track that required much
foam packing under bottoms and backs.
Over the week a total of 55 pilots, from as
far as Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney,
Canberra and Cairns registered. Only
about 35 flew on any particular day. For
those who know the restricted area for
set up at the Teewah launch, most days
saw a mad scramble as pilots shoulders
their kites, struggled up the dune and
'disappeared into the scrub, eager to
stake their territory. Of course all this
was controlled chaos as event organising supremos, Sunshine Alf and Dave
Cookman sent the flyers off in waves,
allowing those at the rear to move in and
fill their places. Forthose procrastinating
in line and on the ramp, the momentum
of takeoffs soon sent them on their way,
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rising almost vertically from the ramp into The 30 knot SE on
the freshening south-easterly.
the final day saw
some wild bucking
With the shear number of takeoff and kites as they ran
landings, there were relatively few mis- tailwind towards
calculations and mishaps. A few broken the spot landing
uprights and leading edges, didn't near the 'Cherry
prevent pilots from bending the elbow at Venture'. The fire
the end of the day to enjoy a debriefing
that had trickled
beer.
unashamedly from
The 1st day's task was to reach goal and a campfire down
head back into the headwind for a spot near Freshwater
landing. The 2nd two days involved a the previous day
speed run with sport landing. For most, had entrenched itthe 1st day provided perfect conditions self in the hinterto enjoy flying the full length of the land and provided
spectacular
famous Teewah Coloured Sands coast, a
backdrop
to the
down over the dematerialising 'Cherry
day's
flying.
Some
Venture' to Double Island Point and back
wild
landings
from
1
st
pilot
off
Geoff
Campbell
soaring
the
E knob of
to the spot landing. This may have
the
first
contingent
Blow
provided a false sense of security for
many, as the long low sections of dunes of flyers to arrive
The positive feedback, and committment
took their toll with bomb outs along the saw the spot landing task re-evaluated to the event will see it return at the end of
beach. A confusion with the spot landing which proved a sensible step as the rest the year bigger and better. Once again
position and a shift in headwind saw a of the field struggled with the conditions I'd like to thank everyone involved In the
number of flyers who had made goal go on landing. Despite the difficulty of the organisation and running, and to all
astray and miss out on additional points. conditions and the resulting broken those who took part. See you later In the
uprights and bruised limbs, the full field year.
The next two days saw time runs to vary- achieved the task.
ing points along the Teewah coast, and
Story and photos by Robert Keen
the southerly component of the easterly That evening, also New Year's Eve, the Pres SCHGC
wind saw some fast and close flying. The Club turned on a BBQ celebration to end
ominously hooded Paul Carter with dis- the event, present trophies and see in the Placings
crete ballast blasted away from the rest New Year. Once again a fine set of Advanced
Paul Carter
WB
of the field on both days in his borrowed trophies were awarded to winners and 1st
Fall Race
black World Beater and established him- place getters in 3 categories, as well as 2nd Geoff Campbell
WB
self as the man to beat. It was unfor- some additional merit awards. It was 3rd Mark Divito
tunate that some strong performances resoundingly supported by all that the Intermediate
from other pilots, such as Warwick Gill competition flyin was a great success, 1st
Albert Hoving
GTR
from Cairns, weren't backed up as com- not only in the turn out and the extent and 2nd John Willens
GTR
mitments elsewhere saw them leave quality of sponsorship but also the en- 3rd Dick Lys
GTR
thusiasm shown by all who attended.
early.
Novice
Carlo Blow - Rainbow Beach
1st
Scott Pottle
Mission
2nd Steve Brocklesby
Mission
3rd Ron Clarkson
Mission
Merit Award
Most Improved
Pilot - Steve Johnson - Foil Race
Special thanks to the support provided
by our Sponsors
Bond Breweing (Castelmaln Perkins

XXXX)
Rainbow Waters Caravan Park
Rainbow Beach Hotel
Rainbow Supermarket (Mama's)
Rainbow Food Shop (Jimmy's)
Rainbow Beach Caravan Park
Gympie Ice
Mobil Rainbow Beach
Gazebo Garden Restaurant
Mikado Motor Inn
Town and country Toyota Gympie
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Accident Report
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Site:
Glider:
Rating:
Conditions:

Mt Tamborine
Mission 210 Tandem
Advanced
Blowing over the back - still cycling up
the face
Damage to Glider: 2 front LE sections, one keel & A frame
nil
Person Injury:

NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT
The Chaser-S single-seat Trike is now available in Australia and
is anticipated to be able to be registered under CAO 95.32.

Unlike most trikes available, the Chaser-S is a single-seater.
With a wing area of only 108 square feet, the Chaser is arguably
the fastest flex wing ultralight available legally here. Despite
the small wing area, the plane still achieves over 1000ft/min
climb on the smallest engine option, the 377 Rotax. Other
approved engines include the Rotax 447, Rotax 508 fourTried taking off tandem when conditions where not suitable. stroke, and the Mosler 1000 four-stroke.
Clipped right wing tip on wind sock and got spun in.
In extensive flight trials in Australian summer conditions, the
free-air 377 has been reliable, the CHT never exceeding safe
Phil Pritchard
limits even in 30 + degree heat. Thermal conditions and gusty
crosswinds were also encountered and handled easily.

A Long Wait!
by Peter Bolton

The Chaser should suit pilots looking for maximum crosscountry performance in a machine which can be assembled
At the SA State Comps, we not only broke the Australian goal single-handed, and does not sacrifice performance, handling
record but also the unofficial "hang waiting" record. The photo or convenience for the sake of a seldom-used second seat.
shows Dermot Meaney in the foreground and Chris Charters
In the background. Dermot set the record that day, 11 Novem- The recommended basic configuration includes pod, skirt,
ber when he stood on top of Point Pass, (a 300 ft Easterly site) spats and streamline struts/uprights/kingpost with a 'standard'
clipped in and ready to go for five hours but never took off. colour scheme. Basis instruments include tachometer, ASI
Needless to say no one got away that day - it was a stable nil and dual CHT. Other options include altimeter, dual EGT,
wind day. The same also happened the next day. Does compass, carburettor heat, ram air cooling scoop and cusanyone Interstate wish to lay any claims to the hang waiting tomised sail/pod colours. The first order received from each
State (till 3 are sold) will receive a substantial discount.
award?
A dual purpose trailer is also available at extra cost.
Other Chaser-S highlights:
* trike section does not fold. The pylon Is so low that the wing
is simply lifted onto the top of it, using a socket to locate it.
(Wing weighs 701b)
* 100% double surface wing with no keel pocket. Each batten
'" individually internally sprung with a screw adjustment for tension.
* turn compensation and tuning may be done without de-rigging using a special tool.
* 20 minute setup if no wuffos in sight, otherwise you'll be lucky
to get a chance to fly it because of all the questions.

The 108 sq ft wing of the Chaser next to a two-seat Trike

* comfort plus! The
Chaser full-height seat
provides an armchair ride
for low fatigue on those
long flights.
Stall
34mph
VNE
108 mph
Trim Speed 55,60,65
mph (ground adjustable)
Max Level Speed
92 mph
Fuel cons
6 1/hr at 55
mph
Takeoff distance to clear
50 ft
93 m
Span
26.5 ft
Empty wt.
100 kg (all
options)
Fuel cap.
23 litres
Max all-up weight
220 kg
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FLATLAND REPORT
The annual flyathon at the Flatlands has
been run and won, with Drew Cooper
taking the victory flag. Nine days of competition, pilots making goal each and
every day (Drew made 8 out of 9) and
more than 43,000 kilometres flown by the
86 competitors.
The competition this year was moved to
the Forbes area into a paddock that was
much larger than those used in previous
years. Initially 19 strips almost 3
kilometres long were in use, but with the
large roll up an extra three were cut in a
hurry. With 22 strips in action there were
some interesting gaggles midfield.

Womens Record for distance around a
triangle and speed around a 100
kilometre triangle. I understand that a
paraglider set a distance to a nominated
goal record landing at goal on one occasion.
The competitions safety record continued with no pilot suffering injuries
other than the odd scrape on landing.
Gliders were not so fortunate.

There seems to be a rule that says "the
bigger the field the bigger the dust
devils". Two gliders were damaged
beyond repair on the first day and many
others assumed undignified positions
The task committee nominated tasks that during the course of the competition.
were shorter than in previous years and
many pilots enjoyed the opportunity of Grant Heany managed a tumble leaving
making goal, with an average of 18 pilots a thermal on an inverted day and
making goal for each task and up to 31 deployed in the middle of a large gaggle.
on two days. The longest task of 203 The thermal slowed his sink rate under
canopy to what looked like 200 to 300
kilomtres was completed by 4 pilots.
feet per minute and it took ages to for him
Len Paton and Jenny Ganderton did a to reach the ground with a cut lip for his
great job in the preliminary organisation troubles.
of the competition and with So much
flying the pilots did not give meethead Even after nine days of competition the
Lee Scott too hard a time. Well done all scores were very close. Drew was in
need of several nervous trips to the 100
round in this department.
(he used the 100 a lot during the meet),
There were a number of World and Na- as the scores were calculated on the last
tional records established during the night. The final margin being 25 points
Competition, Jenny Ganderton set a over Carl Braden who was coming from
behind after two bad days
early on. Russell Duncan
finished in third overall.
In B grade only 10 points
separated the first three
places, Martin Vine finishing 7 points ahead of Ken
Hill, who was 3 points
ahead of Rohan Holtkamp
who is certainly getting
good mileage out of his
EF5.

IS YOUR ANSWER
TO BIG PROBLEMS!
Ge t a handle on your s a fe ty.
Call or write TODAY for de tails
of a plane-saving pa rachute to
suit your aircra ft . Mod els
aVailable to fit a ll a m a teur
built a ircraft, ultra ligh ts
a nd hang gliders.

Avtex P1Y LTD.

Bal lis ti c Recove ry Syslems DiviSion
Bal lina Ai rport. Ballina N.S .W. 2478

Ph (066) 86 799 1
86 5506

Fax (066)

The Flatlands competition
again demonstrated the
potential of towing to provide a valid competition.
If you are into Cross
Country flying and have not
flown in this meet, do yourself a favour and try it next
year. You had better sign
up early because 80 pilots
from this year will be ahead
of you - See you there!
Paul Mollison

FINAL STANDINGS
Pilot

Finl
Total
Scre Distance

COOPER Drew
BRADEN Carl
DUNCAN Russell
NEWLAND MARK
ADAMS Dave
SUCHANEK Tomas
SCOTT Danny
BLENKINSOP Steve
MOYES Steve
HUBBARD Guy
HEANEY Grant
JENSEN Pa11e
GANDERTON Jenny
VINE Martin
HILL Ken
HOLTKAMP Rohan
ZUPANC Mike
McCRAE Colin
ROTTMAN Don
MACDONALD Chris
AITKEN Peter
CUMMINGS Denis
HARI Martin
BECK Phil
PATON Len
BEAVIS Alan
TULLOCH Geof
O'DOWD Micheal
LEROUX Damian
CALDWELL Kev
DAVIE Garry
HAYCRAFT Mark
TONOMURA Y
WIMBUSH Garth
PHILLIPS Andrew
RUDDICK Paul
HAINES Paul
RAUMAUF Toni
ANDERSON Terry
CAMERON Stewart
WILLIAMS Ross
BARNES Roberto
HOLZL Thomas
PETRIE Dave
DURAND John
SANGSTER Trevor
GRIMES Mike
MOLLISON Paul
BURNS Don
BURGESS Warren
TANAKA Eichi
SCHROETTNER Rob
SIMPKINS Jim
BAUS-HANSEN Tove
BLACHSHAW Bruce
DUNCAN Warrick
SVENS Birget
HAM Steve
MUFFET Peter
CARR Garrick
EALES Andrew
KATER James
KELLY Paul
BRAMWELL DAVIS A
DREW Vince
MULLER Rolf
KAZUHIRO Sakiyama
OSBORNE Malcolm
KEAN ' Shawn
LEACH Geof
ATCHINSON Brian
PROSSER Stuart
TAKANABE Go
ENDNES Steve
ENDL Michael
KOZO Abe
KROCHMANN Michael
DUFFIELD John
ROOKE Kevin
WARD-SMITH Bruce
BLAKE Alan
PHILLIPS Dave
DUNN Tony
SILVA Leith
GRILLMAIR Carl
WHITE William

7730
7705
7532
7359
7287
7182
6928
6848
6794
6650
6425
6244
6075
5982
5975
5972
5814
5674
5659
5337
5268
5148
5139
5076
5026
5011
4957
4907
4877
4842
4811
4798
4566
4400
4362
4333
4315
4280
4272
4259
4239
4109
4084
4030
4012
3932
3926
3907
3878
3739
3695
3629
3451
3330
3305
3184
3167
3106
3071
3033
2866
2805
2786
2783
2765
2741
2599
2492
2477
2447
2365
2365
2345
2317
2243
2191
2183
1930
1877
1872
1730
1659
1360
1215
540
422

Total

967.2
851.5
856.2
790.9
889.9
884.3
921.7
838.1
877 . 7
808.2
715.0
698.9
788.2
744.2
743.1
758.8
634.3
657.4
764.3
702.4
780.1
593.3
793.1
525.6
721.4
656.1
613.8
603.5
679."4
714.5
684.6
677.9
644.4
562.1
544.0
562.1
509.1
514.8
575.7
542.4
479.3
531.4
609.1
567.5
504 ..1
491.1
531.3
526.5
504.7
433.3
429.1
501.8
414.8
362.6
380.3
357.8
315.0
408.8
379.9
384.1
298.4
280.8
283.2
294.8
339.2
374.6
302.3
303.8
220.1
297.1
262.3
329.7
255.3
219.2
288.0
236.2
221.0
174.8
167.6
186.1
159.0
179.5
118.0
85.6
30.1
44.6
43454.0
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1990 Australian Open Freestyle Championship - Long Reef
MiMtfiMtW@MWt%M%*%@*::~*:l

As the title suggests the 1990 Freestyle
Championship was held at Long Reef,
Sydney on 12th January 1990. The
decision to hold the competition at Long
Reef was born from the nostalgia the site
holds in relation to the early days of
Australian Hang Gliding coupled with the
fact that the site Is a natural amphitheatre
that would allow the public to experience,
at virtual eye level, the sheer spectacle
and grace of freestyle flight.

by John Hajje
tightness. Bruce
Daniels put on a
spectacular display in his "Rage"
the weekend
before. We all
prayed it was an
omen . of great
things to come!

-wl~n~------_!"""""~

Finally, comp
week was here
The comp format was similar to the Stan- and this is how it
well Park comps. Eternal thanks and went: Monday:
and
gratitude must go to John Coby for raining
without his knowledge, experience and southerly, as
assistance, one may wonder whetherthe was Tuesday
comp would ever have "gotten off the and Wednesday.
ground".
Thursday: raining and southerThe comp was to be run in one day, being ly
and
the best day weatherwise between 8-14 competition offiJanuary. After the initial hassle of Coun- cials began sharcil approvals, site improvem~nts, adver- pening "hare
Rowan Watkins
tising, media liaison (which included a kare " swords
front page spread and 1f2 page story on and preparing "last words" before doing
the back sporting page of the widely cir- away with themselves as several "big
culated Manly Daily) and rounding up of names" began dropping out and applythe "big name" pilots, all that was left to ing themselves to other tasks as the
do was wait for the elusive NE seabreeze comp began to look like not happening.
to arrive.
Friday: Was this a dream conjured up by
The week running into the comp saw the power of suggestion from the realms
many pilots arriving at Long Reef to test of our sUb-conscious or were we looking
run the site and learn to cope with its at a cloudless day with a seabreeze hap. at 9 am ...
"'
Tony Armstrong
pemng
Needless to say,
the comp was
called on.
Well, what can I
say? The media
lapped it up!
2MMM Radio
played an interview with comp
director Rowan
Watkins on the
morning. Others
rang relentlessly
to check if it was
happening. The
ABC sent a
chopper and full
crew who shot a
special with interviews and
flying action both from the
ground and in
the air.
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about to do a vertical take-off!
The site was crawling with sports and
freelance photographers flaunting the
widest array of camera equipment possible. And the spectators! The hill was
crowded with public who were herded
behind barrier lines - all responding to
earlier media reports and curious as to
what a Freestyle comp was all about (it
should be pointed out that the public
attendance was particularly large considering that the day was a working
Friday). The questions that the public
was firing at officials demonstrated the
impact the impending comp was having
on them. The beauty of Long Reef is its
accessability to the public coupled with
its proximity to a large population (imagine, a freestyle comp right in the middle of suburbia!) - a real showcase for our
sport.
Gradually the comp began to take shape.
The pilots: Bruce Daniels , Mark
Ba·rnfield, Tony Armstrong, Terry Van
Haren, Dane Snelling, Kevin Gleeson,
Peter Aoare, Rowan Watkins, Warren
Warwick and David Evans.
The judges: John Coby - landing &
tabulator, John Hajje - maneuvers, Heidi
Baumgartner & Mark Richards - accuracy & style.
The heats began with one on one eliminations with pilots flying the best of 3 heats.
The spectacle was amazing. The
photographers were in their element and

~

the ABC chopper just hovered back film- tain style? I, for one, would appreciate
reading other people's opinions.
ing for as long as they could.
The landings were on top on a spot with
the usual pointed being deducted for distance from the spot. Despite the difficulty of Long Reef as a top landing site, no
crash and burns occurred on landings
(apart from the occasional nose-in) attesting to the skill of the pilots flying.
As the cuts were made, the flying got
hotter! Pilots were attempting radical
take ofts, radical stalls and radical
maneuvers in an attempt to gain bonus
points by innovating "standard "
maneuvers.
Tony Armstrong figured a screaming
dive toward the maneuvers judge and
grabbing the cap off his head would pay
an extra point but he didn't figure just
how scared the judge became as he saw
a hang glider doing Mach 1 towards him
from an altitude of 100' (I should know
because 1was that judge!).
Nearing the end of a brilliant day that was
teaching the public what freestyle was all
about, the cut was down to 4 pilots:
Bruce Daniels, Tony Armstrong, Mark
Barnfield and Rowan Watkins. What was
to come was, till now, unthinkable. The
flying (and competitiveness) became
REAL serious. It was here that we began
to see things that you wouldn't think possible - from unassisted belly take-offs
with the pilot lying on the ground, in
prone and the base bar clawing along the
ground until lift-off, through to Rowan's
amazing wing over performed with him
standing within the control frame and his
hands behind his back - yes, he did a
perfect over 90 0 wing over using his fee
only, being held in place on the base bar
by centrifugal force.
It was at this point that some controversy
emerged as some people though that
these "innovative maneuvers" were not in
the true spirit of freestyle, but more at
home amongst circus acts. Others disagreed, preferring to accept such displays as the pilot's mastery of a skill and
more importantly, the pilot's self-expression of his own style. Whatever argument one may side with, the maneuvers
were spectacular and executed with a
grace that incorporated them fluently
into the flight. Perhaps a forum could be
opened via Skysailor's letters to the
editor section to voice the hang gliding
community's views about this aspect of
flying freestyle - should it be no holds
barred self-expression or limited to a cer-

Back to the final and with not a lot more
than the spot landings separating them,
the places were: 1st Rowan Watkins;
2nd Tony Armstrong; equal 3rd Bruce
Daniels and Mark Barnfield.
A few pilots who had been sitting on the
hill and frustrated at watching the flying
but not going up during the comp, finally
had a chance to break out. They were so
hyped up by the day's action that one did
a 360 0 right into the bushes on the hill
whilst a few others ripped in for some real
interesting landings. It was certainly a
good lesson for not attempting to duplicate others and to fly within your own
limits!
It was unanimous that the day was an
outstanding success. Congratulations
to the winners and eternal thanks to
those who helped make it all possible.
Special thanks, once again, to John
Rowan Watkins
Coby who planted the seed of freestyle
competition at Long Reef and stuck
around to watch and help it grow. that the real winner of the event Was our
Thanks also to the sponsors: Moyes sport and way of life - the art of free-flight!
Gliders (Skywatch 1st prize), Pro-Dive
Stay safe and fly high!
Manly (Scuba Diving Course 2nd prize)
and Manly Pier Seafood Restaurant
(Breakfast for 2 - 3rd prize) and thanks to
the public who showed us, on the day,
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Moyes Gliders proudly announce the Metamorfosi Parachute is
now available in Australia . This super light-weight pulled apex
canopy is at least 1kg lighter than the chute you have now. $595.

MASTAIR VARIOS
Moyes Gliders now distribute the Mast Air Performance VZ Vario.
Guaranteed for one year from any defects and replaced free of
charge, and for up to 4 years (upon return of unit and $65).
This multifunction vario is yours for $630.

HELMETS
The Headway Helmet is approved by the Australian Standards
Association . It comes in block with a customised point job. $52.

SKYWATCH ASI
The Skywatch Digital ASI is the smallest and the best. $150.
173 BRONTE RD" WAVERlEY 2024, TEl (02) 3875114 fAX (02) 3874472
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ALPINE PARAGLIDING
PO Box 3, Mill Road, Bright 3741
Tel 057-551 753
Fax 057-551677

Paraglider Professionals
Professional, full time training for Paraglider pilots.
Expert, HGFA qualified, paragliding instructors with extensive Australian and European experience.
Ab-initio or advanced coaching to HGFA standards.

Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding centre of Australia.
The Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding.
Now the same superb facilities are available for Paragliding.
Bright already boasts a superb 1500' Paragliding site directly overlooking the town and a 900' site
shortly to be opened, both facing the valley winds. 3000' Mt Emu is ideal for XC or recreational
pilots. World famous Buffalo will soon be available for more experienced pilots.
The Bright area is proud to offer you over ten 500 +' Paragliding sites in the immediate area with
more sites being opened all the time.

Paraglide at Bright, 7 days a week,

phone now for an information pack.

6 day Paraglider recreational certification course
4 day Paraglider to Hang glider conversion course
2 day Hang glider to Paraglider conversion course
2 day Paraglider Introduction
2 day Paraglider Thermalling and XC course
Tow courses
Tand~m course

$660
$440
$220
$220
$220
POA
POA

Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily.
The HGFA Paragliding Recreational licence has recently beE:3n introduced. This is the licence
recommended by the HGFA for the safety of Paraglider pilots. There are many Paraglider pilots who
started flying before this licence was available. Alpine Paragliding will gladly help all those pilots to
reach the Recreational licence standard, at a reduced rate. Please contact us for details.
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Paragliding Sales Shop
Harley Contral-Intermedlate

APCO Hilite - Intermediate to Advanced

Fluoro colours - turquoise and yellow

Fluoro colours - pink, green or yellow
23 square metres
25 square metres

21 square metres
24 square metres
27 square metres

50-80 kg pilot weight
60-120 kg pilot weight

1.4 m/s sink rate, WD 5.5, Aspect ratio 3.18
Beautiful paragllder to fly, very forgiving and docile In strong
Australian conditions, quick and flat In turn. Drachenflleger report
that this Is the best sink rate around. The Hlllte has 21 cells, a fully
open leading edge and uses mylar Inserts rather than battens.
Easy ground handling from this high performance canopy and adJustable In-flight trimmers on the back risers.

45-65 kg pilot weight
55-85 kg pilot weight
80-100 kg pilot weight

1.5 m/s sink rate, WD 5.5, Aspect ratio 3.10
English version of the Edel/Aero/Ace, same versatile speed range,
glider and stability. A good canopy to build hours on. Two closed
on each tip and a battened leading edge eke performance from a
very clean wing. A performing canopy at a premium price.
Tested by Alpine Paragliding test pilots.

Carries the German DHV Guteslegel.

$1999 Including the back pack bag.

$2495 including the back pack bag

Black Magic - Beginners to Intermediate

APCO Speedstars - Beginners to Intermediate

Fluoro colours - yellow, orange, turquoise, pink

Fluoro colours - yellow, green, turquoise, pink
24 square metres
27 square metres

24 square metres
26 square metres

50-80 kg pilot weight
70-100 kg pilot weight

60-75 kg pilot weight
70-100 kg pilot weight

1.6 m/s sink rate, WD 5.1 , Aspect ratio 3.6

1.6 m/s sink rate (est), WD 5.0 (est), Aspect ratio 3.4

Stability and performance, the right combination for building hours
and experience. A superb coastal and Inland starter with the glide
and sink rate to help you use a wide variety of sites.

The usual Airwave quality and care again provide a durable product
for safe flying. A stable performing canopy pilots who want reassurIng airtime. A colourful canopy for the ambitious beginners.

German Guteslegel pending, tested by AlpIne Paragliding test pilots.

German DHV Guteslegel pending, tested by Alpine Paragliding test
pilots.

$1995 including the back pack bag

$2250 including the back pack bag and superb Airwave

harness
Falhawk Athlete - Advanced
19 square metres
22 square metres
24 square metres
27 square metres
30 square metres

45-65 kg pilot weight
55-75 kg pilot weight
65-85 kg pilot weight
75-95 kg pilot weight
90-150 kg pilot weight (tandem)

APCO Reserve - Pulled apex emergency system
I fly paragllders and hang gliders nearly every day, I wouldn't consider flying without a reserve parachute. It's the only real Insurance
you can take out.

$499

1.5 m/s sink rate (est), WD 5.7, Aspect ratio 3.66
Performance at a premium. Ultimate Paragllder, Incredible speed
range, superb handling, amazingly resilient and recoverable In
strong turbulence. Fully battened leading edge with gauzed cells.
True XC machine.

$3100

ABC of Paragliding
A definitive text book concisely written In English. It uses lots of
photographs and humorous sketches to cover all aspects of
Paragliding.

$29.50

Davron 200 + Twin AltimeterNario
Very small, compact Paragliding/Hang gliding preCision Instrument,
comes In fluoro pink, yellow, blue or grey. Attaches to the thIgh
with elastlcated velcro for easy, practical use.
Two altlmetres + varlo up and down, optional up only. Very small,
light and sturdy. I replaced my Ball 651 with one of these and I
haven't regretted It. Climb with the best of them.

$649

+ $1.65 postage

APCO Dreams

$1400

Very stable canopies for pilots who want care free flying. We use these as advanced trainers during school, confident In their reliability.
Sure footed for coastal soaring and high flights. Ideal for schools or beginners.
5 in stock, all 28 square metres and In good condition.

Airwave Black Magic

$1999

24 square metre demonstration paragllder In excellent condition

Charly Edel

$1495-1995

One 24 and two 27 square metres. Excellent condition. An Intermediate paragllder.

Falhawk Athlete

$2600

My own canopy, fluoro pink and will be sorely missed.
I will not sell a paragllder to anybody who does not have a Recreational Paragliding Certificate.

All performance figures are estimates only
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Nationals Report
Day three. A good forecast and a good looking day with little
wind (surprise). Up Mt Elliot for a task of Tooma, Biggera and
back to Corryong. The field of 75 launched in just over an hour,
at last, we are under way. Twenty nine pilots survived the pub
suck at the first turn point to make it home to goal. Drew
Cooper continued where he left off at the Flatlands to lead the
pack. Bruce Wynne crossed the line one hour after all other
On the first day a straight line task of about 60 ks crosswind pilots and surprised the goal official on his way to tea. George
to Rosewood was called. The conditions looked good and the Kambas lobbed just short.
field commenced launching from Mt Elliot quite quickly. Those
first away from the hill reported strong (1500fpm ) lift right up For day four a forecast of increasing winds from the north saw
to 10000 feet. Unfortunately the wind at this altitude was 40 the field off Mt Elliot bound for Willow Crossing and thence to
knots from the North West which made the task difficult Tooma. The ridge to the south of Elliot provided consistent lift
(Twofold Bay looked feasible). As the day developed the wind but the inclination to race saw a number of contenders on the
picked up at lower altitudes and the launch was closed after deck after getting below ridge height. Carl Braden blitz the field
to take line honours for the day. Tomas Suchanek with a
50 or so pilots launched, a no day.
second on both days slipped into the lead.
The next day saw the wind swing more to the west south west,
still strong at 20 to 30 knots, a bit much for Mt Elliot. The task A high was moving into Victoria with light winds in the contest
committee meet and it was decided to try the Murmungee area. The most ambitious task so far was called 110 km from
Launch "Set up ready to launch at 1:00". Well, we set up at Mt Elliot, Lucyvale Intersection, Jingellic, Lighthouse Mountain
Murmungee, with a task to fly home to Corryong, via the and back to Corryong. The day was full of surprises with strong
Gundowring turn point. Again the weather failed to cooperate lift, light lift, no wind strong wind and or forests to cross,
and again the field was unable to launch. Those that flew depending where you were. There was even the odd cloud to
Indicated that the time for the day would have been fast as the mark the thermals, something the pilots from the Flatlands
lift was around 1500 to 2000 fpm. Back to Corryong by car!
competition had not seen for a while. Carl Braden again led a
pack of 16 finishers with another 14 pilots landing within sight
of goal. Thomas Suchanek maintained his lead, even though

After the Flatlands competition the Nationals at Corryong was
a bit of a disappointment. The disruption to the weather pattern
caused by a cyclone off the Queensland Coast brought strong
winds and unsettled conditions to much of the east coast of
Australia. A pity, because the Corryong Area certainly
demonstrated its potential as a competition site.

)gliClers (
..

. ..

• Magic Kiss now available in two sizes, the 154
and the NEW 144, for lighter pilots
• the lightest high-performance gliders available
• full range of Airwave spares at competitive prices
• all Airwave gliders, harnesses and paragliders
are GUttesiegal certified

iHi·rnesses·
we sell the following:
• FutureWings "Flashlite" compact harness
• Airwave "Race" competition harness
..':;:":.'
','.
,"

• backup parachutes by Apco, Condor, P.A.
• instruments by Afro, BraUniger, Skywatch
• flight suits, T shirts and sweatshirts
":<
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FINAL STANDINGS
SUCHANEK Tomas
MOYES Steve
COOPER Drew
AITKEN Pete
NEWLAND Mark
BRADEN Carl
BECK Phil
SCOTT Danny
ROTTMAN Don
HILL Ken
ZUPANC Hicheal
ADAMS Dave
WILKINSON Ross
HOLTKAMP Rohan
TONOHURA Yoshikatsu
DUNCAN Ricky
HEANEY Grant
PRITCHARD Phil
CAMERON Stuart
DUNCAN Russell
WATSON Andy
SAKYAMA Kazuhiro
HOLZL Thomas
MAKK Julius
TULLOCH Geoff
BAJENOV Touri
HIBBERD Rob
NOUD Toni
GANDERTON Jenny
MACRAE Colin
O'DOWD Micheal
PORTER Brian
KAMBAS George
DUNCAN Shane
KAKUZIM Vadim
PATTON Len
BRADBROOK Mark
WORTH Craig
WYNNE Bruce
KOORNEEF Bill
TAKANABE Go
JENSEN Palle
BEAVIS Alan
MACLEOD Glen
SCOTT Joe
TANAKA Eiichi
BAUS-HANSEN Tove
RAUMAUF Toni
INGLIS Derrick
GERUS Gerry
STAUER David
GILMOUR Steve
RUGE Robert
JARMAN Ian
KOZO Abe
BURNS Don
SCHROETTNER Rob
BIESKE Gordon
TOME George
CHARTERS Chris
DAVIE Gary
SANGESTER Trevor
BARRIE George
MIDDLETON Verne
KLEMM Tony
HILL Wes
MACCLEOD Caluam
CALDWELL Kevin
MOLLISON Paul
BOLTON Peter
SVENS Birgit
KATER James
CUMMINGS Denis
KELLY Paul (Sydney)
HARRl Martin

4114
3974
3938
3751
3498
3254
3144
3134
3133
3050
3041
2860
2843
2805
2788
2637
2586
2578
2563
2551
2515
2505
2504
2480
2477
2452
2409
2404
2400
2377
2374
2374
2332
2293
2284
2283
2212
2206
2146
2033
2010
2006
1979
1955
1953
1930
1929
1919
1876
1872
1866
1859
1812
1778
1773
1650
1645
1602
1592
1571
1555
1515
1482
1347
1345
1261
1261
1258
1253

Day 8. No wind, no sun, grey skies. To Mt Elliot. Without the
early morning sun to get the day going a short straight line task
of 28 ks was set to Nariel. If yesterdays climbouts by the wind
techs were tentative then todays were even more uncertain.
The field launched and bombouts were common, with the A
Frame repair industry benefiting from pilots extending their
glide in the down slope tail winds in the valley below. A so often
happens a gaggle containing the leading pilots climbed out
from just over the heads of those in the bomb out paddock
and headed off towards goal. Thomas alone made it with Steve
Nobody told the highl A Moyes just 20 metres short. This was enough to put Steve Into
strong change moved second place 36 points ahead of Drew.
through the area and the
canoe hire business was The competition was over. Just the presentation remained.
booming the next day. Glen Wilson had kindly offered his premises for this event.
Now the talk was centred
on concern about flying The final placings were: 1st Tomas Suchanek
on the emergency day, or 2nd and Australian National Sporting Champion Steve Moyes
whether the competition 3rd Drew Cooper.
would be valid, and much B Grade Sporting Champion Phil Beck
reading of the one rule 2nd B Grade Ken Hill
book in captivity.
3rd B Grade Ross Wilkinson

Drew was second fastest
for the day. There were a
lot of happy people in the
pub that night, as it was
expected that the approaching high would
provide similar conditions
until the end of the competition period.

Day 7 started out with The ladies plate was closely contested with Toni Noud finishing
bluish skies and a 4 points clear of Jenny Ganderton.
decided southerly drift in
the scattered clouds. Up Paul Mollison
Mt Mittamatite for a
change. The wind on top
was decidedly west so a
change of plan had the
field on Mt Elliot ready to
launch at 3:00. By this
time much of the sky was , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
covered by grey mid level
cloud which matched the
enthusiasm of the waiting
pilots. The first tentative
climb out by the wind
techs saw a task along
the ridge to Upper
Thowlga, back to Greg
Greg and thence to Khancoban Airstrip a distance
of 63.5 ks. No one was
very hopeful as the field
launched. The first gaggle
climbed slowly to about
600 above as more
gliders were slotted into
the lift. It was a better day
FOR SOARING
than it looked with consisPERFORMANCE
tent 800fpm lift along the
THE AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED ORIGINAL
SUPERIOR AUDIO + SINKTONE
ridges, only the late start +1500/-1000fpm
12sec
AVERAGER
for
EFFECTIVE RATE of CLIMB
prevented
a
lot
of
1114
* STABLE ALTIMETER PLUS mBAR SUBSCALE
1044
finishers.
Tomas RESILIENT
LOW PROFILE CASE - SPEEDBAR CLIP
975
Suchanek doing the best 170 x 100 x 45mm
435gms inc 2 batts (9v)
856
to be within 2ks of goal. $A750 (inc. batts & delivery in AUST / NZ)
815
o He landed at Swampy GENUINE 2 YR GUARANTEE + 14 DAY MONEY BACK
SJOSTROM ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
Plains (which were very enquiries
swampy) to retain his
12 KREIG STREET) NURIOOTPA
lead. Four rounds down,
South Australia 535;,
it looks like we have a
tel (085) 623313 (BH & AH)
competition.

*

*

*

*

*

SPONSOR 1990 WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIPS
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Paragliding in the Flatlands
Story by Mark Mitsos
Photos by Ted Jenkins

"""""""'IIr----------------.. . . .-_

Whilst Australia's top Hang Glider pilots were battling it out in the 1990 Flatlands Competition at
Forbes, seven GErman and Swiss Para glider pilots
were there to try to set a new world paragliding
distance record.
The pilots Involved were Christof Kirsch, Uli Weismier, Stefan Mast and Tony Bender from Germany,
and Hans Bolliger, Rolf Ulrich and Pete Buhler from
Switzerland. Karin Wessley came over to be the
winch driver, a job she's done in Germany. The
towing system used was a payout system connected to the tow bar with a small starter motor to
rewind the rope. The competition started on the
Monday with a dust devil ripping through a couple
of XS's, destroying Mark Newland's new glider. The
paraglider pilots were Impressed with this show of
force by old Mother Nature. After many cross wind
launches, Hans Bolliger
got away to fly 68 kms to a
declared goal. This would
have been a world record
had his electric barograph
not packed it in.
Everybody was impressed
that a pair-o-panty could
fly so far.

Toni Bender towing up for a 84 km flight
XS fell over, Christof
Kirsch flew 50 kms to
land backwards in a 60
kph wind. He commented on numerous
leading edge and tip
tucks in the turbulent
air. Also on this day
Tony Bender flew 80 km
and Stefan Mast flew 40
km. Unfortunately
Hans and Uli weren't
able to get away that
day.

Next day Tony Bender flew
84 kms. This was his first
cross-country flight in a
paraglider. Tony has been
German National Champion in hang gliding and is
also a test pilot for one of
Germany's paraglider
manufacturers. He flew a
CXC Nova. On the same
day that Grant Heaney's

Rolf and Peter were
having fun flying around
in their new 152 Combat
Foils.

Ch . t
K' h
.
f
8 k fl' h
ns op Irsc towing up or a 5 m Ig t
Toni Bender, Hans Bollinger, Karin Wessley (Chief Driver),
Whilst this was going on, Mark Mitsos and Ted
Stefan Mast, Crhistop Kirsch

Jenkins were learning to tow up paragliders
with a static car tow line, as well as being towed
up by the car winch system and the normal
way. But that's another story.
Eventually Uli got away to fly 52 kms, even after
he'd been picked up and dumped on launch
by a dust devil. In all, despite poor conditions,
the boys did pretty well to fly a total of over 520
kms.
Even though these pilots, the world's best,
were here to set records, they were most helpful and unselfish in their attitudes by giving help
and advice to the local paraglider pilots and
fellow airman. Many thanks guys.
Pilot
Christof Kirsch
Tony Bender
Hans Bolliger
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Flight
58 kms
84,80,68,70 kms
68 kms

(goal to Cudal)
52 kms
40 kms

Lets sort this tip out before take-off, ok?

Stefan Mast towing up for a 40 km flight

MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS
R.M.B . Hannam Vale Road, Lorne 2439
Phone (065) 56 9692
HANG GLIDING LESSONS AND EQUIPMENT

In a 6 week period over Christmas, approximately 180 pilots visited the coastal hills and mountains
fo the famous Mid North Coast Gliders area. These Novice and Intermediate pilots found themselves
accumulating more airtime and achieving their personal best in distance and height while on their
stay. The availability of our sites being only minutes apart makes hang gliding a pleasure, not a chore.
So find yourself in the area that everyone is talking about, be you a first day student or soaring pilot,
we have what you need.
During the month of April, Mid North Coast Gliders will have available both Moyes and Enterprise
gliders for a complete test fly. For the serious pilot we are offering a two day free accommodation
with the test fly of any the gliders listed. But please note, bookings must be made one week prior.

* XS

155, XS 142
* 152 Combat
* Aero 150
* Aero 170 Standard & Race

* XS EASY * Mission 170

Also we are overstocked with second hand gliders.
Foil 150B Racer, brand new condition, $2200 a steal
3 x Mars 170, price $1000 - 1300, all excellent condition
Foil 150 $1600
GTR 162 very good condition $1300 ono
2 x Aero, Excellent condition, $2000 - 2300 + 2 x Mission 170, very good condition, $2000 - 2300
•

Specials available: Sjostrom and Ball Instruments and Condor Parachutes - ask for a price

Contact Lee Scott for any further information on gliders or lessons (065) 569692 all hours
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FOR ALL YOUR HANG GLIDING, PARAGLIDING and TRIKING NEEDS

ACCESSORIES

UNIT 12130 KALAROO RD
REDHEAD NSW 2290
PHONE
FAX

HALL ASI

$42.00

STEEL CARABINERS

049 499 199
049499 072
049499395

$29.00

BASE BAR PROTECTORS
(SET)
.
$8.00
HANDFAIRINGS
$35.00

HELMETS (10 SIZES)
$55.00

INSTRUMENTS
SJOSTROM
$749.00

Now the biggest
seiling Varlolalt
In Australia.

AFRO 8000
$975.00

Clock, dual
altltud$,
electronic ASI.

AFRO

Digital
variolalt
Small and
Reliable.

POCKET .

KOMBI
$530.00

PARACHUTES . •.•

PARAGLIDERS

CONDOR
••.....
28 Sci ft, · Descent 4-6
m/sec @ 80km
$495.00.

EDEL

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
Descent rate 20ft per sec
kevlar lines.
$495.00 · ·
BRS

Ballistically - deployed
parachute system for .
hang glider use. Harness
POA
mount.

FLIGHT GLASSES
OL EAGLE EYES

High Performance by Condor. 8,
9, or 10 cell. Battened Leading
Edge. A proven all rounder for ·
coastal or Inland flying . . .

$97.00

AIRBORNE FLYING
SUITS
$160.00

FROM

NEW AIRBORNE T SHIRTS
$22.00

COl!'1fort seated type.

BARIGO WRIST ALTIMETER
0-10000FT
$188.00

HARNESS
CARRY BAG
Backpack style

PAGEN BOOKS

We also stock AIRMAN and SKYLINE
products.

XlC MAP FAIRINGS

$15.00
$28.00

CAMERA WING MOUNT
·$50.00
WINDSOCKS

. HARNESSES

GUDERS

SPEEDLlNE.>< .

Novice-advanced 150-170 EasyhandUng for})
coastal and' iniandflying.
.••••.... .•••........•••••
Trllam leading a"J tr;ill~~edge~ ~ui~lp'e
8tage VG system. Spaed bar.
.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAX.
P&P EXTRA.
TELEPHONE ORDER SERVICE.
USE YOUR BANKCARD OR
'--------IUA.STERCARD

83

<

$30.00 · ·

CUP / ON < WHEELS i WITH ••.
RUBBER STOPPERS
.•.. /

.. . .•. . . ·.·······.ij ~~:~

... WE CARRY A FULL RANGE
.OFTUBIN{;ANQAIRCRAF1; >
BOLTS

~A~~;:S~~ .>·
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Aviator's
Equipment
Guide
L
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HANDHELD RADIOS
Lookout! Find out where those other aircraft are flying, with a handheld aircraft
band VHF radio. Full 720 channels, it
even has a navigation function I The
ICOM A-20 is the best you can get.
Colour brochure available.
NEW LOW PRICE
ICOM A-20
$775.00
Post $10.00
ICOM 1C-40G
Just out, the worlds most ad,....~. .~vanced UHF handheld radio,
50% more power output than the orrginal
IC-40, clear digital LCD display, full scan
facility & backlight. OK with 12 volts. Tax
exempt price, be quick I
LIMITED STOCK $595.00
Post $10.00
TIME FLIES II
The worlds first affordable
....~. .~brand name altimeter watch.
Produced by Casio with a digital altimeter, accurate timekeeping & many extras.
Limited stock.
PRICE $190, post $6.00
AUSTRALIAN "303" PROTECT ANT
Protect your investment with 303 sunshield. Acts like a suntan lotion for hang
gliders. Easy to apply, spray on and wipe
off . We guarantee it will extend the life
of your sail fabric - or your money back I
Lasts for months.
1 LITRE ONLY $24.00
Post extra

Ultralight Flying Machine's Mainair Sports Gemini

PRECISION PROPELLERS
Is your Trike prop working for you or
against you ? Precision props are
smoother, quieter, lighter & more effiCient
than most other propellers. Fully ground
adjustable. Composite leading edge protection avail ($19 per blade) & polished
aluminium spinners ($69). Only high quality mUlti-lamination timber used.
2 Blade $ 395.
3 Blade $ 515.
Post extra $25
HALL AIRSPEED
The ideal, portable airspeed indicator,
comes with cover bag, bracket $9.00.
THE ORIGINAL HALL $33.00 Post $ 3

Ask for a UFM catalogue, it's free!
ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869
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STATE & CLUB NEWS

.~.~

Victoria

Dear Folks
Depression has set In. I don't know if I
can cope anymore - I have sold my hang
glider and I don't have another on the
wayl It started so Innocently, Leo Arundell and I were sitting at the flying site
waiting for some beginners to carry the
hang glider up the hili when one of us
jokingly suggested that we ride motorcycles to England. Unfortunately things
got nasty and the joke is turning to reality.
Every aspect of my life is falling apart.
The first real sign that this madness was
setting In was when I sold my soul (the
sweetest handling Foil 160B ever to
reach cloud base). Since then I have
resigned my position as DICTATOR of
the Southern Hang Gliding Club, lost my
job, Wesley Is moving in with my
girlfriend and to top It off, t have to cut my
hair! Sadly also folks I am giving up the
position as Publicity Officer in the VHGA
committee.
What does all this mean?
It means that this could be the last article
from me you have to labour through. It
means that this could be the last time that
I tell you how romantic It must have been
when Don and Marie got married and
rode off on their BMW around Australia
as Mr and Mrs McLean.

NEWS FLASH NEWS FLASH Peter Muffet on the 7/2/90 flew from Winki Pop
(Bells Beach) to Apollo Bay, for a distance of 68 km. Peter is the first to have
completed the flight in the history of hang
gliding. The flight lasted 21/2 hours and
Peter had a maximum height of 2600 feet!
The wind was 15 to 20 knots. Apparently
It took 3/4 of an hour to fly from Spion
Kop to Apollo Bay and the slowest section was getting around the Aries Inlet
light house. This flight marks a place in
hang gliding history as a flight where one
of the great hang gliding dreams and
challenges was successfully met. Well
done Peter, I can't wait to read about it in
Skysail or!
It means that because I have no more to
write about this is probably my last official
good bye! I can't cope, maybe I can
string It out with the story about how
when I was a wee lad I kept pestering my
dad to take me to Portsea to watch the
hang gliders - but no! Face the facts
Myles!
Fair well gang!
Thanks for having had me,
Too-a-roo
Myles
PS. Wes save me!!!!!!!

WAHGA
Howdy Sand gropers and anyone else
who cares to read on. By the time this
issue is off the press, the Bluff Knoll Classic will be over and the published results
will have to wait till April's issue. The
Meckering comp, run with great success
by Russel House (thanks Russel), was
won by Ian Duffy. Second place went to
Kevin Walker with Ross Smith third. The
Novice section went to Gary Wright with
Bruce Dainton second and most improved pilot over the 4 days was Chris
Smith.

one call sign which is WCT 818, and be a
mobile of that group. The cost remains
the same, currently $16 per year but it
simplifies the procedures somewhat.
Simply quote our customer number
385183 when you re-new or initially
apply.
The club now has a new treasurer and
equipment office, namely ME. Would
anyone who has club equipment please
phone Keith on (09) 3673479 to arrange
collection.
February's meeting was patronised by
the regular faithful crew and about 6 new
members. I welcome our new members
to come to the meetings in the new found
luxury of the Rhein-Donau Club and
remind longer term members that we can
only become stronger if we all support
the club.
At the last meeting, Doctor John was
awarded (in his absence) the "Ring of
Confidence" award for a downwinder into
Mosman Bay in his parapente. And by
the way, how does a blind parapenter
know when he is getting close to the
ground??? Answer: the leash on his
guide dog goes slack.
Till next month
Keith Lush

Queensland
Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club

*** VISITING PILOTS
PLEASE NOTE ***

Increasing sensitivity regarding bottom
beach landings at Rainbow Beach
means all pilots must show caution when
landing near bathers and other beach
users. Please land north toward Fraser
Island
if possible and keep well away
Our prez is making progress on our move
from
the
flagged area.
to gain permission for a ramp to go in at
Bakerwell and any suggestions from For any information regarding flying at
anyone who has had direct experience Sunshine Coast sites please phone the
with installing ramps on Telecom or following people first.
Government controlled land would be
Dave Cookman
(071) 498573
most welcome.
Stan Roy
(071) 459185
We now have a club call sign for our UHF Alf Carter
(071) 457265
(071) 941867
It means that this could be the last time users. Anyone in the club who is con- Steve Johnson
(071) 492150
that I get to write: NEWS FLASH NEWS templating the purchase of a UHF CB, or Geoff Campbell
(071) 455642
FLASH NEWS FLASH NEWS FLASH if you've got one already, and naturally Rob Keen
you want them licenced, can have the

It means that the new publicity officer
gets the pleasure of hassling Grant
Heaney to write an article for Skysailor
about his parachute deployment during
the Flatlands Towing Competition. Apparently this cool dood kept his cool
enough to take photos of his parachute
Inflated above him during his decent and
land well enough to be able to pack up
his own glider. Well done Grant, this will
be very Impressive at the parachute
seminarsl Ed's note: I'd love to print
those photos in a future issue, Grant!
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New South Wales
Northern Beaches
.
f
Th e 6th February saw th e convemng 0
our Annual General Meeting and the
necessary committee .elections before
everyone became Inculpable through intoxlcatlon.
The committee elected was:
President:
Rowan Watkins
Secretary:
John Hajje
Treasurer:
Dane Snelling
Safety Officers:
Terry Van Haren,
Dave Watkins, Bryan Atchison, Rowan
Watkins, John Hajje, Dane Snelling
The treasurer gave his report as to our
current solvency and the achievements
over the 1989 year which included a
Xmas Hamper In gratitude to the owners
of the Blackheath site, acquisition of a
First Aid kit being kept at the Warringah
Surf Rescue Base at Long Reef, the birth
of a Club Video Library, site improvements to Long Reef, Cooks Terrace and
Warrlewood, the club trip to Laurieton
(always something to look forward to good on yer Lee and Robyn!), improved
relations with the Long Reef RIC Club
(no! I don't mean improved ornaments

on our control bars designed to
obliterate the larger RC's), improved relations with Warringah Shire Council including combined efforts to fight the
.Long Reef erosion, guest speakers at
meetings including Mark Mitsos (hang
glider design), Scott Berry (freestyle),.
Forrest Park (chute repacking), the Club
Xmas party at Long Reef, and the feather
in our cap - The 1990 Australian Freestyle
held at Long Reef!
Not a bad return for our club members'
$5 annual investment (which, this year,
and for the first time, was Increased to the
princely sum of $1 0 to assist us In achleving more in 1990).

Kentucky Fried Chicken Bag as a deployment bag! Perhaps he was trying for
sponsorship?
Rowan Watkins and Terry Van Haren
recently completed an XC flight from
Careel to Mid-Narrabeen - a flight of approximately 15 kms. It seems that these
two have grown feathers in their backsldesl It should be highlighted that our
northern take-offs ·are both extremely
sensitive and. extremely difficult as they
Involve sheer cliffs, cross winds etc.
These sites should NO! be flown by
anyone with less than an Advanced
rating, experienced In cliff launched and
with experienced wire assists. Anyone
wanting to fly these other sites should
contact the club first as the sites Involved
some real serious flying and extremely
high profile to the public. One mistake
could be your last and if you make it, may
still end up in us losing the sites.

So how about you other guys and gals?
Want to join a club that will give you value
for money? Come up and see us at the
Dee Why RSL, 1st Tuesday of each
month at 7.30 pm.
The Xmas period comps were reported
Well that's it for this month! Fly high and
on including Peter (Tarzan) Tooth's tree
keep safe!
top antics and Rowan (Orangutan)
Watkin's assistance.
John Hajje
Secretary
Our own Peter Aitken did well in the Nationals (3rd Australian) and gave us a
glowing account of a fellow pilot's
deployment of a chute packed into a

. p.@.~l!g.~,. • • • ••• • •.•. .•.. .
We stock the following canopies
• Airwave Black Magic, the safest intermediate canopy
• Airman Edei ' popular high performance canopy
• Skyline AC22 ' for performance and handling
• CXC Nova, Germany's hottest canopy

• conversion courses for HG pilots
• courses for complete beginners
• paragliding towing instruction

·. eq.f'.!plft!lll.·• .·
•
•
•
•

custom made harnesses
backup system adapted to harnesses
Brauniger and Afro paragliding instruments
clothing, flight suits, T shirts and sweatshirts

46 George A,,~nu
tel: (042) 674570 fix:
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The important features of HGFA's finances are listed below.

STATE & CLUB NEWS ...............•.••.. continued
Central Coast Hang
Gliding Club

t-blg GlicMg Club.
A new club joins us

B) Total Membership Fees plus
Skysailor advertising only just cover the
The members of the Central Coast Hang cost of Skysailor and 3rd party inGliding Club would like to bring to the surance. There is very little money left
attention of viSiting pilots the danger In over for administration and wages.
landing at Bateau Bay Beach from the C) NSWHGA gives HGFA the use of the
easterly site at Crackneck Lookout. Par- NSWHGA in Sports House rent free. This
ticularly during the summer months, this building is scheduled for demolition in 2
beach becomes very crowded and there years. HGFA will have to rent an office
is often DO. room to land a hang glider somewhere in the very near future.
safely on this beach. If an accident involving beach-goers occurs, we will be In D) There is a deficit of $10,500 for the
danger of losing one of the Central Financial Year when Non-government
Coasts best sites. There are alternative funds are compared with Non-governlanding areas to the north, south and ment funded expenses.
west which should be used unless in E) Government Grants
emergency.
i) Government Grants must be fought
If you are visiting our coast, please con- for. The HGFA must prepare long,
tact one of the locals to find out how to detailed and high quality submissions to
get the best and safest flying we have to government departments each and
offer.
every year. There is only a limited
amount
of money in the Grant Fund and
Local Contacts:
we
must
compete with all other sporting
Brian Hampson
652396
bodies
for
it.
846251
Dave Heron
Gary Moulston
327054
iI) Government grants are only given for

In response to a letter published in
December, 1989'Skysailor' magazine by
Len Paton and Jenny Ganderton, 12
central west pilots met at the Hotel Vandenburg In Forbes on 13 January 1990 to
form the Central West Hang Gliding
Club. As a number of pilots were unable
to attend, it Is estimated the club will
consist of 20-25 pilots. . Officer bearers
were elected with Len Paton, President Brian Hampson
and Steve Pal mer, Secretary.
Secretary
The club's principal objectives are:
1. To bring central west pilots together
to get to know one another and to Improve Individual flying skills, through
each other's experiences.
2. The club will be a point of contact for
new pilots and for coastal pilots who
want to try their hand at 'Inland' flying.
3. As a club to be better positioned In the
development of sites and to obtain fundIng from NSWHGA for such projects.
Also for the dissemination of information
regarding existing sites.
4. To foster competition between club
members and assist with the organising
and running of 'Flatlands'.

A) Membership fees for the 89/90 financial year were collected in Dec 88/Jan 89.
This has given HGFA a higher interest
income than normal.

NSWHGA
HGFA Financial Security
One of the great achievements of the
1988 HGFA Convention was the Five
Year Plan. This plan recognised there
were a number of issues HGFA had to
work on and that a single committee
couldn't attack all of them. The Issues
were discussed and divided among State
Associations for action at the 1989 Convention.

specific reasons. Grants are given for
the projects detailed in the submissions
only. They must be spent on the agreed
projects only. Funding for Skysailor, administration and insurance must come
from members' fees.

iii) Fund all development work. Government grants fund all projects and
development work performed by the
HGFA. Without grants the HGFA could
not make the progress it has achieved on
numerous issues.

iv) Government grants provide one third
of the total HGFA budget. ($50,000 of
$150,000) If all grants were to stop
NSWHGA was to establish a manage- tomorrow HGFA membership fees would
ment committee to develop a plan for the have to rise to $100 a year just to break
even.
HGFA's future financial independence.

Since the area encompassing the central
west Is so large, the club will meet at 3
month intervals by way of flyins. The first
being at the Forbes Flatlands site over
Easter. We welcome all central west
pilots to attend.

The NSWHGA committee made its report
to the 1989 Convention and successfully
moved a number of motions aimed at
creating a financially secure future for the
HGFA. The report and motions.

To loin the club or for Information regarding the Easter flyin contact any of the
following co-ordlnators: Len Paton (068)
537220 or Steve Palmer (063) 613315.

The committee investigated the HGFA Ii) HGFA will loose its rent-free office in
Budget for the 88/89 Financial Year. A the near future.
detailed table of income and expenses
follows.
iii) Government grants cannot be relied
on in the medium to long term with the
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In plain English all this ·financial detail
means:
i) HGFA is slowly going backwards financially with a small annual deficit
($10,500).

continuing restraints placed on Govern- insurance and a great magazine for less
than $2 per week.
ment spending.
iv) and finally sooner or later membership That's about the same price as a beer or
a packet of cigarettes. I know which I
fees will have to rise.
enjoy the most.
We can either ignore the problem and
complain madly when the lack of funds Denis Clancy
catches up with us or take steps now to for the NSWHGA committee
ensure HGFA's future financial security.
As a non profit sporting body HGFA does
not pay tax. For this reason interest is a
secure and good source of income.

1)

In the short to medium term HGFA needs
to create an investment fund to provide
interest income from a cash deposit.
In the medium to long term HGFA must
look ahead and purchase offices
separately or contribute to the proposed
Australian Sports Aviation Headquarters.

~
SnSAILOn
( 11 Issues)·

!'!~II~ERsaI;>
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( 1250 )
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500)
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$ 20,100
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The Australian Parachute Federation
purchased an Office Complex in Melbourne (1982) and then in Canberra
(1986). The office tenants' rent almost
meets the mortgage repayments and the
APF have $500,00 equity in the building.
The HGFA should plan a similar course
of action in the medium to long term.

6) BANK CHARG2!S

$

1,000

7) CONVENTION

$

7,800

With these financial goals in mind the
following motions were passed at the
1989 HGFA convention.

13)

') 1)!:pRl!Car:ON

9.27That any surplus up to $10,00 (or up
to 7.5% of actual 89/90 income) be
placed with the HGFA Investment Fund.
Proposed: NSW Seconded: TAS Vote:
Carried Unan
9.28That HGFA fees per member rise by
at least $15 per annum for the next two
years and that $15 per annum be allocated to the HGFA Investment Fund.
Proposed: NSW Seconded: Old Vote:
Carried Unan
These motions mean any surplus funds
from the 89/90 budget will be deposited
into the investment fund and that in the
90/91 financial year all full term members
will contribute $15 to the fund. This will
mean the HGFA fees for the 90/91 year
will be at least $85.
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9.26That a specific fund, namely the
HGFA Investment Fund, be established
with view to achieving financial independence for HGFA.
Proposed: NSW Seconded: VIC Vote:
Carried Unan
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This decision will not be popular initially
as no one likes parting with money fill!.
HGFA membership still provides you
with legal permission to fly, 3rd party
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. Sabre 165 (Int) dacron, black
LE, rainbow US, 20 hrs airtime, aerofoils, ex cond $1200
ph Alan (042) 942940
Calypso 167 (Int) green LE,
orange US, $2200 ono also
Judy Leden's Citroen Kiss
154 (Int) Cross channel glider,
red LE, citroen logo US $3000
ph Mark (042) 674570
GTA 162 Comp VG (Int) yel·
low LE, yellow US, gd cond
$850 ono also
GTA 148 VG (Int) black LE,
blue/light blue US, gd cond
$1200 ono quick contact (02)
6650760
AirBorne Trike big wheels,
suspension, brake, big tank,
ultraprop, Rotax 277, single
seat, Missile 180 wing, dual
purpose box trailer & acces·
sories $4200 ph Brian Silver
(02) 525 3787
GTA 162 (Int) blue LE, white
US, flies well, treated like one
of the family $1300 ono ph
Graham (042)943093
Gyro 145 (Nov) blue & white,
v gd cond $1495 also
Moyes Pod black suit 1m60-

NEW SOUTH WALES
Kiss 154 (Int) low airtime, as new cond, all ex·
tras incl race cloth, pink & green sail' $4000 also
Flash harness plate type comp harness, exc
cond, fit 5'4"-5'7", $500 William (02) 660 2309 AH
Mission 170 (Nov) low hrs ex cond blue red &
yellow $2200 also
NZ Pod Harness & chute & Aerodyne helmet
$530 the lot ph Warren (02) 9055599 W,
9052685 H
Paragllder Airman Edel 24 sq metre, pilot
weight 55-75 kg, 4 mths old, ex cond, great for
coastal soaring Includes harness $1800 ph Yves
(02) 8883602 AH
Bandit (Nov) as new glider, ex flying for novice
to intermediate pilot, $600 also
2 x apron hamesses with parachutes, 1 small,
1 medium siz" $200 ea also
SWift (Int) excel cond, $500 moving
so must
sell all ph Steve (042) 942404

as

Moyes GTA WB 15, (Int) dark blue LE, light
blue US, pink & White MS, ultraweave & kevlar
TE, fully faired, 11 mth old, well cared for glider,
ex cond $2900 owner going
ph Lance (065)
598824 or Lee (065) 569692

as

Gyro 11180 (Nov) orange LE, yellow US, mylar
insert LE, batten profile & manual, spare
upright, v gd cond, $1495 ph Andrew (02)
5809189 AH, 7634114 BH
Probe II (Int) + Cocoon + AM Aadlo (CB) +
battery + recharger + PA chute + helmet to
fit most, ideal first intermediate, would like ap·
prox. $950. Is it worth it? You tell me, make an
offer, ph Andrew (047) 571734 H, (02) 9776666

W
Foil 155 (lnt) special 1 off only colour scheme
stop has to be seen to be appreciated, v gd
cond, no flutters, great handling & performance,
spares included $1500 Rob (046) 309197 AH
Foil 160B (Int) ex cond must sell $1500 ono ph
Warren (02) 9052615
WANTED .... Poor self employed person going
through rough times. Getting back into sport. I
require Pod, Chute & Instruments. Must be
reasonable cond but cheap I Can anyone up
there help me? ph Bruce (02) 8097933 BH,
(047) 587121 AH
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70cm $300 also
Helmet small $40 ph Manuela (066) 877311
GTA 162 (Int) ex cond, 1 yr old, f/faired tubes,
slbar, pink LE, f/green & rainbow US, white TS,
best GTR around only 35 hrs a/time, $1800 ono
ph Glen (02) 9182439 H, 9382855 W
Foil 160B (Int) Red, gold, white, ex cond, good
performer, $1700 ono also
Sabre 177 (lnt) later model gd cond $300 also
Afro Varlo digital altimeter & airspeed indicator
gd cond $500 also
Cocoon Harness (2) Suit 5'8"-5'10" or 5'10"6' all extra compartments for XC, carry bags in·
cluded $100 ea also
AirBorne Trike Arrow Wing 440cc Robin, 2
seater pod, tach/hour meter, ultraprop &
wooden prop, parachute, v gd cond $6500 ph
(064) 575073
GTA 148 (Int) ideal for light weight pilot (less
than 65 kg) proven performer, s/bar, faired king
post & downtubes, lemon LE, pale blue & white
TS, white & yellow US, $1600 n~g. also
Ball 652 instrument pod, airspeed indicator,
variometer & digital altimeter, volume control,
dual power supply & sink alarm switchable,
$600 neg ph Mark Pike 398 6268 AH, 6473747
BH
Instruments, Utek VE12 vario with Barigo al·
timeter, mounted on quick clamp, little used
due to coastal habit, $250 or lean on me a little,
ph Alaric (02) 4762205 evenings
Mission 170 (Nov) 12 mths old, ex cond, pink
LE & grey/pink US spare upright $2200 (02)
6028841
AirBorne Trike Arrow Wing blue & yellow,
Rotax 503 dual seat, big wheels, brake, full in·
struments, v gd cond, $7000 ono ph (063)
513288 BH, 724668 AH leave message for Rus·
sell
Mars 170 (Nov) yellow LE, orange MS, white
TE, red keel pocket, gd cond, flys v well, batten
profile & operation manual $950 ph Dominic
(02) 5708356 H, 6380166 x 320 W
Sabre 166 (lnt) light blue surfcote, orange LE.
Surfcote is starting to delaminate but is still fly·
able, a super bargain at only $250 also
Stirrup Harness brand new cond, light grey,
$80 contact Peter Hansen (049) 712330

Magic IV 166 (Int) Red LE, rainbow US, 4.4 sail
cloth with spring loaded tips in v gd cond,
$1800 ono ph John (02) 6659186
Bandit 170 (Nov) blue, red, orange, gd cond
with apron harness, $750 ono ph (02) 5464176
leave message
Magic III (Int) blue LE white MS, blue & white
striped US, sandwich sail, pitchie, gd fast XC
glider, $1500 ono ph Ben (02) 6218819 AH
Magic 155 IV (Int) white, gd cond, $1400 ono
also
Cocoon harness excell cond $200 also
Parachute unused as new $325 ph John (042)
671169
GTA 162 (Int) in gd cond, about 5 yrs airtime
though not used for 11 months, great XC glider,
bargain at 1200 ono ph Nigel Goddard (02)
3985702 AH or 9818257 W
Mega II (Nov) speedbar, excell cond, flys great
$600 ph Nigel (049) 497639
Foil 155 (lnt) Red LE, white sail, red & white
checked US, thicker material on TE to prevent
flutter, gd cond flies AI $1500 ph Barry (065)
837151 after 5pm
Sabre 155 (Int) Turquoise blue LE, pink & white,
flys great
Cocoon Harness black without chute, gd cond
$100 ono ph (049) 385102
GTA 162 (Int) Gd cond, blue/white sail, checked
over by Moyes factory, manual & batten profile
$1500 also
Ball 652 varlo/alt/asl as new $700 also
Moyes Pod Harness suit 5'8" -6'3" blue with
"high energy" parachute fitted, excell cond $650
also
Hand fairings as new $30 also
Gyro 180 (Nov) v gd cond, rainbow sail with
apron harness & stirrup, helmet & ASI suit beginner $1200 the lot, ph Gerard (02) 302302 H or
2654615W
GTA 162 (Int) Red LE, white MS, yellow triangle,
v gd cond $1800 also
Skytech Fllghtdeck Instruments as new 10 hrs
$600 also
Moyes Pod Harness suit 6' blue $350 also
PA Chute $300 also
40 channel CB $150 ono, going overseas ph
Greg Horner (02) 9254417 AH or 9537991 BH or
contact Cloud base
Mission 170 (Nov) white, rainbow US, red LE, 7
air hours with blue pod, helmet, car bumper sup·
port, worth $3600 at Moyes new prices, $2900
ph Alistair (02) 3651796 (except Monday & Tues·
day BH)
Magic III (Int) Surfcote sail, airframe mint condo
$500 ono Greg Moloney (049) 831113
GTA 162 (Int) white MS, light blue LE, dark blue
midchord, flaired king post, gd cond, nice ther·
mailer $1000 ono also
Cocoon Harness black, comfortable, includes
Moyes carry bag, perfect condo $120 also
CB Aadios Midland 27Mhz, 40 chan, $95 for
both., ph Giles (02) 6909327 BH or 3999657 AH
GTA 175 (Int) One owner, in as new cond, crisp
sail in light blue, navy & white, never crashed,
$1800 ph Dave (049) 467442
Foil 150B Aacer (Int) New cond, v low hrs, hand·
les & glides v well, new glider for only $2,000 ph
(02) 7262780 AH
Mars 170 (Nov) Pod, parachute, brand new
Sjostrom gauges & UHF TX475 electrophone
radio with head set, small spares, books & hel·
met, must sell $3000 the lot ph (048) 411794
Sky Systems Pod Harness Black rainbow web·
bing, suit 6', warm, comfy, pockets for every·
thing, perfect & pretty, what's it worth? ph Peter
(02) 9731436
Foil 160B (lnt) Blue LE, pink & yellow US. This
is a high performance glider with excell han·

dling, gd cond $1800 ono ph Bruce Wynne (02)
305666AH
Mars :170 (Nov) Spare upright, batten profile,
gd cond, flys well, need money ~ for
GTR, PRICE NEGOTIABLE, ph David (048)
298116
Aero 170 (Nov) 50 hrs airtime, gd cond, $2100
also
GTR 162 (Nov) no flutters, new bag, bargain,
$900 ph (02) 4514173 anytime
GTR 162 (Int) excell cond low hrs, best offer ph
Danny (018) 494505 all hours
READ THISI Altair 165 (Nov) Excell cond, 20
mths old, orange/mylar LE, fluoro yellow MS &
white TE, ball tips, outflys any Mars/Gyro, owner
already upgraded & destitute, batten profile,
manual supplied, BARGAIN at $1100 ph Alan
Grant (02) 6812148 AH & (02) 9593422 BH
Moyes 162 WB (lnt) new January, bright blue
LE, fluoro pink & fluoro US, great cond, bargain
at $2800 ph. Derek (042) 942305

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond, low hrs, black LE red
yellow white ph (OS) 2978082
Vision Eclipse (Nov) low hrs, safe edge faired
uprights spares etc, a lightweight glider with
great thermalling performance, a dream to turn
also
Ball 652 instrument deck (altimeter-airspeedvarlo) also
Pod Harness with chute, stirrup harness.
Towing gear (hardly used) hydraulic and
electric tension meters (both need repair)
towline etc. Glider carrying tube. Bargain price
$3,500 the lot. I do not wish to split up. Bill (OS)
2702032, must sell to continue studies.
Mars 170 (Nov) includes harness must sell urgently $950 ono ph 2514496

Motorise your glider Minimum Power Set solo
engine plus prop, fits almost any glider, brand
new from Germany, complete kit with all accessories $3290 also
1 spare solo engine $990 inspect in Sydney or
Adelaide urgent sale, ask for Thomas or leave
message (08) 2719322

QUEENSLAND
Cocoon harness backpack, blue to suit 5'10" 6' v gd cond $150 ph Chris (075) 369123
Gyro 11180 (Int) red LE, yellow/White US v gd
cond $1300 ph Brenda (07) 8494821
XS 155 (Int) near new white scrim LE, blue MS
warp, kingpost hang (adjustable) $3800 also
XS 155 (Int) 4 mths old blue scrim LE white MS
warp orange & fluoro lemon US $3600 also
162 WB (Int) grey LE grey & fluoro lemon US
ultraweave TE low hrs $2600 ono also
GTR 175 (Int) flys well red LE, white MS $1200
ono ph Phil or Ken (075) 396030 Gold Coast,
ask for a test fly
Moyes Pod Harness blue with white stripes, Ig
size suit 6' gd cond $200 ph Scott (07) 3492439
Moyes GTR 162 (Int) white green & yellow vgc
$2300 also
Pod Harness open back section $150 also
L1tek varlo-altlmeter in protective plastic shell,
mountable $450 ph Peter (07) 3434966
XS 155 (Int) red & white warp & dacron 80 hrs
old, like new $3500 also
Foil 170 (Int) Kevlar Racer (Int) black white
fluoro orange 50 hrs new cond $3300 also
Foil 160 Kevlar Racer (Int) black red white 15
mths old ex cond $2900 also
GTR 162 Race (Int) blue & white new wires all
round 2 yrs old gd cond $2050 also
GTR 162 (Int) orange yellow white brand new
sail & new bag new cond $1600 also
Probe II VG (Int) red LE rainbow US + cocoon
harness & parachute, this chute is only 6 mths

old, the lot $1000 will seperate also
GTR VG orange LE white MS faired king post
speed bar gd cond $900 ono plus
LIndsay Ruddock varlo "altimeter 10ft Increments audio up &down barometer Incl, main &
reserve battery $480 ph Warwick Gill (070)

53n68
""aglc IV 166 (Int) Red LE, pale blue & yellow
US, white MS, 5 hrs since sail & frame detailed
& new bolts, zip installed In US above keel,
double mylar inserts, tight sail, v lifty glider, too
big for me, manual & profiles $2000 Graham
(07) 2624709
Skysystems Pod Harness medium to suit 5'10~
immac cond $350 Dave (07) 2083800
Wedgetall 11160 (Similar to Mega II) gold with
green LE, gd beginner's glider In v gd cond
$600 ph Mark (079) 360426 BH, 273894 AH
WB (Int) 12 mths old, all parallel plus (onion
bag) sail competition glider, s/cote parallel plus
LE, white, l/blue US, fluoro green top quarter
panel, ex cond, fully optioned, yours for $3000
Will trade good Mission & Cash also
Centre of Gravity CG1000 full slider harness
18 mths old exc cond, white c/W rainbow webbing. Interior storage pocket, camera pocket
front p/chute container, streamlined flying at a
streamlined price $550 ph Neil 016 782091
anytime for the cost of a local call, leave message QC. (07) 2033565 AH
GTR Race 162 (lnt) gd cond, blue LE, white US
$2000 ono also
Vision (Nov) gd cond, blue LE, green US $1800
ph Scott (075) 365367 H or 018 755322 mobile
Mars 190 (Nov) excell cond $1200 also
Mars 150 (Nov) only 20 hrs, as new cond $1400
ph Calan (070) 557190
Moyes GTR 162 VG (Int) low hrs, excell cond,
super handling, blue, yellow, white, batten
profile, speed bar, airfoil king post, keel aerial
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HANG GLIDING SCHOOL-STANWELL PARK
P.O. BOX 180, HELENSBURGH, N.S.W. AUSTRALIA. 2508 PHONE : (042) 942545

INSTRUCfION:

Lessons are available 7 days a week. We will tailor a training programme to your rate
of advancement, offering a progressive and balanced approach. We use all the best tools
available. These include modern gliders 'Yith safety wheels, ground simulator, a winch
towing system, radios and a tandem glider.

GLIDERS:

Aerial Technics are agents for both MOYES DELTA GLIDERS and ENTERPRISE
WINGS and have a full range of gliders both new and pre-flown. - so for a test fly, a great
deal and back-up service, give us a call.

ACCESSORIES:

We also have a full range of accessories and spares in stock, from harnesses (X-ACf and
POD), parachutes, Ball varios, steel carabiners, books, hand fairings and hang loops to
uprights and safety pins. We also repack parachutes.

Whether it's helping you to fly, or providing you with gliders and accessoriescontact Chris Boyce on (042) 942 545.
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Market Place ... continued ...
mount (opt). Pilot going o.s. urgent sale $1550
ph Rod (079) 721455 B or 724162 H
.Probe 11175 (Int) v gd cond, complete with US
& Intermediate battens. Buy the glider that outflew half of the competition field at the NSW
State Titles/Killarney 1989 (one dayl) excell thermailing machine $650 ph Keith (07) 3526293 H
Kellar Pod HarnesS Dark blue suit 5'10" - 6'3"
$250 also
Realistic CB 5 watt-6 channel handheld c/W mic
& keel mounted ariel $120 ph Ron (07) 8012262
AH or 2771193 BH
Vision 170 (Nov) Beginner to Intermediate
glider, fluoro pink LE, black US, VG & speed
bar, excell cond, 2'S9asons old, $1750 ph Rob
(071) 455642 AH or 442366 BH
Wanted UHF 40 channel handheld radio (2 required), prefer TX475 but will buy Uniden, 110M
etc. Will also consider vehicle mounted set.
Also need headset, vehicle charge adaptor &
any other accessories suited to hang gliding, ph
Ken Crowe (077) 213028 AH or 812421 BH
162 WB (Int) Grey LE, fluoro pink & green, v low
hrs, excell buy $2700 ono ph Andrew (075)
352745
t
Foll170B Kevlar Racer (lot) 5 mths old, 35 hrs
airtime, has all the extras - skrim LE black,
fluoro orange US, white 4.40z MS. This glider
won the Gillies comp this year & came 10th at
Eungella, save $1000 on new price, just $3300
also
GTR 162 Race (Int) 20 mths old, ex cond, well
looked after, has red LE with matching black &
red US, ultraweave MS, spare upright & base
bar, priced to sell, Just $2000 also
Mars 150 (Nov) Pink LE, Mauve US, white MS, a
well looked after 1st lady's glider, has traded
up, looks good & will sell quickly at just
$1350.00 also

GTR 162 (Int) with brand new sail & glider bag,
has orange LE with lime & yellow US, this glider
is just about new & only $1600, ph Airplay - Warwick Gill (070) 537768
Moyes XS 155 (Int) low hrs, 4 mths old, v gd
cond, red LE, lime green TS, fluorescent yellow
US, full warp TS & LE, stands out in a crowd,
flies well, a test flight coastal or inland can be arranged, red bag with black bottom panel, $4000
ono, ph Ron (079) 552913 AH
Moyes GTR (Int) VG, WB batten profile, WB
side & top wires, WB leading edge sleeves &
new Uz Ross mylar pocket, tight sail, looks
great $1300, ph Bruce (071) 451632

VICTORIA
Zephlr 160 (Int) immac cond, easy handling, ex
perform urgent sale & willing to negotiate $1500
ono also
Mars 150 (Nov) light blue LE, rainbow MS, VB
$900 ono also
Magic 111166 (Int) dark blue LE, white MS, rainbow US $900 ono also
Foil 166 (Int) yellow LE, white MS flys well $900
ono also
GTR 162 (Int) yellow LE orange US white MS
$800 ono also
GTR 162 (Int) red LE, rainbow US immac cond,
as new 1st person to see will. buy $1500 ono also
Realistic 40 ch CB speaker mike, rechargeable
batteries & charger $100 also
Unlden 40 ch CB $100 also
Foil 150B Racer (Int) fluoro orange LE, white
MS, fluoro orange TE strip, low hrs will take
trade-in on Mars or Mission $2300 ono ph Steve
(057) 551724
GTR 162 (Int) Mylar surfcote, red & yellow, flies
well $900 also
Stanwell Pod fit 6', helmet & handheld CB ph
(03) 5291846
Trike 2 seat Arrow wing with bullet remote
recovery chute $3000
(03) 5849758
GTR 162 VG (Int) Red
LE, rainbow US, ex
cond, must sell owner
returns OS $1500 ono
ph Lee Wood (057)
551724
GTR 151 WB (Int) light
blue LE, yellow & white
US, ultraweave MS
only $2500, will take
Mission as trade-in ph
Wesley (03) 8983251
GTR 162 VG (Int)
faired upright &
king post, flies well
$990 also
Cocoon harness with
storage compartments
& chute container $90
also
Realistic handheld CB
with mic, aerial, nicads
$90 ph Angus (03)
5722568
Ball model 620H dual
batteries in a face plate
with a united altimeter
0-20000 ft (10ft increments) all mounted
into a streamlined
fibreglass/kevlar pod,
kwikclamp (1'/8" tube)
with provisions for a
Hall ASI $400 ph Ian O'Neill (03) 2337725 AH
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Gryo 180 (Nov) 2 blues
& gold, well maintained & in gd condo
$800 ono ph Tony
Klemm (052) 441587 or

Rob van der Klooster (052) 223019
Single seat Trike with Rotax 277 engine, low
hrs, prof/built anodized frame with balloon
tyres. Moyes Missile wing in excell cond, complete with trailer & spare prop, $3500 ono (03)
5849758
Two seat Trike with new Rotax 447 engine, has
done only 10 hrs total running time, Arrow wing
in excell cond, complete & ready to fly with
trailer included, $6500 ph (03) 5849758
GTR 162 VG (Int) red, gold, recent airframe
overhaul + sail retrimmed by Moyes, flies well
$800 also
Altair 165 (Nov) green, white, excell nov-int.
glider, gd cond $600 also
Bandit 180 (Nov) blue, orange, yellow gd cond
$400 also
Mega II minus A-frame & divestick, can repair or
make offer as is, ph Rob (03) 4895182
Cocoon Harness all black, well padded, gd
cond, suit 5'4" - 5'8" $100 ph Ted (051) 275803
Roof rack front support for Mitsublshi Magna,
removable in minutes, only $50 plus
Roof Rack front and rear supports for Saab
900, no drilling required, bolts to existing holes,
supports are removable in minutes leaving minimal parts showing, photos are available for interstate buyers & shipping can be arranged $250
ph Mike (03) 6906417 or 016 373868
Magic 111166 (Int) faired kingpost, speedbar,
pitchy, VB, new side wires, batten profile &
manual, gd cond $400 or will swap for bigger
glider also
Instruments Ball M20 wrist varlo, Thommen
wrist altimeter, stop watch & clock, all mounted
via Skysystems supermount for round or
aerofoil uprights $500 also
Magic IV 155 Full Race (Int) fully faired, VB,
speedbar, batten profile & manual, standard &
XC bags, new side wires, spare upright, gr performance, gd cond $1800 also
Altair 145 (Nov) one of the last ones made, sliding Xbar, ball tips, mylar LE, spare upright,
great beginners glider for pilots up to 10st, excell handling & light on the ground, gd cond
$900, going overseas ph (052) 218872
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) Ught blue LE, rainbow
MS, VB $1000 also
Magic III (Int) Dark blue LE, white MS, rainbow
US, $1000 ono also
Foil A (Int) yellow Le, white MS, flys well, $1000
ono also
Realistic 40 Ch CB handheld, rechargeable batteries & charger $125 also
Unlden 40 Ch CB handheld, rechargeable batteries & charger $125, ph Steve (057) 551724
Utek Hummingbird Varlo model VE-10 with
dial & sink alarm $220 ph (03) 5781276 AH or
(03) 6665918 BH

ACT
XS 155 (Int) pink scrim LE, light blue US, white
warp MS $3800 (5 hrs airtime only) ph Brett
Freebody (062) 957434 H, 488988 W
Trike 532 LC Buzzard, Arrow 2 d/blue LE,
l/blue US, white MS, 37 hrs airtime, IMMACULATE cond, includes fairing pod, tacho, hr mtr,
temp gauge $10500 ono Brett Freebody (062)
957434 H, 488988 W
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THOMAS SUCANEK
STEVE MOYES
DREW COOPER
PETER AITKEN
MARK NEWLAND
PHIL BECK
8 DANNY SCOTT
9 DON ROTTMAN
10 KEN HILL

1
2
3
4
5
7

XS
XS
XS
XS
XS
XS
XS
XS
XS

(9 OUT Of 10 .. .NOBODY'S PERfECTl)
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People are asking the question: "Do all the
best pilots fly the XS, or is the glider really that
good?"
The answer is both.
The XS 155 totally dominated the N.S.W. State
Titles; with Mark Newland winning, the XS took
out 9 out of the top 10 positions.
Incredibly, that result was duplicated in the
Australian Nationals (see left).
Never before in the history of Hang Gliding
has one glider achieved so much, so fast.
The gruelling Flatlands Challenge was won by
Drew Cooper on an XS.
The XS also won the u.s. Glide Ratio Contest
- confirming to many that the XS is simply the
best glider in the world.
0J\
The world's best pilots ___ ~ ~
wouldn't fly anything less.
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Rick Duncan blitzes
Lawrence Hargrave International

\
In the toughest ridge race in the world, Rick in his 152C
averaged 50.3 kph to overcome a class field of pilots leading from start to finish.
Flatlands '90
FOIL 752 won the majority of days with Carl Braden & Russell
Duncan finishing a close 2nd & 3rd.
Jenny Ganderton won the Womans and placed 72th overall.
B Grade was won by Martin Vine.
World Records
Jenny Ganderton, over the 89-90 summer, set 4 World Records
on the new FOIL 752C (FAI certification pending).
Jenny's records were 700km triangle and speed over 700km,
50km and 25km triangles.
Once again,

Performance you can Handle,
Tradition you can Trust

